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Abstract
To study Russia’s security policy has always been an important issue, but it was not until 2007
that a visible turning point was observed in Russian security policy towards a more anti-western
and expansionist tendency. Consequently, an increase in Russian security policy towards its
western borders was observed. This turning point as well as many other different impacts on
the regional security dynamics, towards Russia’s western border and more specifically the
Barents and Baltic Sea regions, makes a comparative analysis of Russian security policy in the
two regions highly topical. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between the two
regions, which makes uncovering the reasons for this intriguing.
Thus, the aim of this thesis is to first identify the differences in Russian security policy in the
two regions and then explain the differences. By pursuing the aim to analyse and explain
Russian security policy in both regions in the period between 2007 and 2020, this thesis allows
for a comprehensive study of Russian security policy and is both empirically and theoretically
relevant. It provides new research and enhances the knowledge on Russian security policy in
both the Barents and Baltic Sea regions specifically and in a bigger perspective, Russian
security studies.
I find that Russia has mainly one security policy in both regions, that is, Russia aims to increase
its capabilities and number and complexity of its exercises in both regions. However, there has
been a difference in the implementation of the polices and a difference in time. My findings
suggest that Russia has a greater focus on and increased its security measures, such as military
capabilities and exercises, more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. This
difference has been explained through a geopolitical perspective. Consequently, the three
geopolitical factors geography, threats perceptions, historical experiences and its impact today
explains why Russia has increased its security measures in both regions, and that some of the
factors albeit to a varying degree explain why Russia has increased its security measures more
in the Barents Sea region.
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1 Introduction
Ever since the fall of the Soviet Union, scholars and experts have debated the trajectory of
Russia’s security policy, however it was not until President Putin’s 2007 speech at the Munich
Conference that the first indications of a Russian turning point in security policy was observed
(Putin’s Speech, 2007). This speech has been regarded as a watershed, symbolizing a turn
towards more nationalist and expansionist tendencies that have rejuvenated Russia’s standing
on the international stage (Austin, Saradzhyan, & Procak, 2007:17; Roberts, 2017:38; Stent,
2014:149).
This has in turn, affected Russian relations with the West and has been amplified by several
events. These include among other events, the Russian moratorium on implementing the treaty
on Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE treaty) (De Haas, 2010:64) and the disagreement over
the planned deployment of the US missile defence project in Central Europe (Zysk, 2015:448).
Furthermore, more assertive tendencies in Russian security policy were followed by Russia’s
readiness to use military power to achieve its objectives, as demonstrated by Russia’s war in
Georgia over the secessionist regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, the annexation of Crimea,
and the subsequent armed hostilities in the Donbas region in Eastern Ukraine. These examples
are just to name a few ripple effects on Russian security policy (Zysk, 2011:90; Zysk,
2015:448).
The changes in Russia’s security policy have been observed around its western borders, more
specifically in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, and considering the visible changes in both
regions, it is therefore interesting to uncover this development. The turning point in Russian
security policy, as well as the various impacts this has on the regional security dynamics makes
a comparative analysis of Russian security policy in the Barents Sea region and Baltic Sea
region very important. Furthermore, the changes observed in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions
display significant differences albeit to varying degree. Therefore, in this thesis, I aim to analyse
and explain differences and development in Russian security policy between the two regions.
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1.1 Research question
This thesis considers the following research question: How does Russian security policy
differ across the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, and what explains the differences?
In order to answer this research question, I will first compare Russia’s security policy in both
regions and evaluate whether and if so, how and to what extent Russian security policy differs
between the Barents and Baltic Sea regions in the time period between 2007 and 2020. This
period is chosen to include a broad variety of differences, which can be observed over time.
The Barents Sea region is in this thesis understood as the area covering the Kola Peninsula and
the adjacent waters, the Barents Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the southern parts of the Arctic
Ocean, including Svalbard and Franz Josef Land. In Russian sources, this region is often
referred to as the European North (Evropeiskii Sever, Sever Evorpy). The Baltic Sea region, on
the other hand, includes the area surrounding the Baltic Sea, such as parts of Russia, Poland,
Germany, the three Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), and three of the Nordic
countries (Finland, Denmark and Sweden).
When discussing differences in the Russia’s security policy in both regions, I use the term
“increased security measures” to denote increased military capabilities and military exercises.
Military capabilities are a common denotator for Russia’s commando structure, ships, aircraft,
ground forces, technology, nuclear and conventional weapons. Military exercises are divided
into three types, that is strategic, snap and parallel exercises. Strategic exercises are exercises
that include many military branches, commando structures and many units with an inter-agency
coordination (Hedenskog, Persson, & Pallin, 2016:26; Norberg, 2018:35). Snap exercises are
unannounced surprise inspections or controls of the status of the forces and are quite often on
a large-scale (Åtland, 2016:172; Norberg, 2018:33). Finally, parallel exercises are exercises
that goes in parallel to the strategic exercises, often several parallel operations working within
a strategic operation (Norberg, 2018:46). Furthermore, the term security policy concern “hard
security” which is the ability of a state to protect itself from external threats with the use of
military force. Threats like these may originate from a different state, nongovernmental
organisation or groups and then legitimize the use of force or other drastic measures to ensure
safety and protection (Skogan, 2007:102).
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To compare Russian security policy in the two regions and to identify the differences, I use a
comparative case study approach. This approach permits me to go in-depth, investigate and
gain knowledge about Russia’s security policy in the two regions. More details about this
approach is provided in chapter 2. The differences between the two regions will then be
explained, using geopolitical theory. Considering the fact that this thesis examines Russian
security policy in two geographically important regions, geopolitical theory becomes a natural
choice. The theoretical framework is outlined in chapter 3. By identifying and explaining
differences in Russia’s security policy between the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, this thesis
aims to advance the overall knowledge and understanding of Russia’s security policy in both
regions.

1.2 Previous research
The literature on Russia’s security policy in both regions remains scarce, and this is particularly
true for literature comparing the two. Previous research has largely focused on Russia’s security
policy in either the Barents Sea region or the Baltic Sea region1. One of few relevant studies is
Dimitri Trenin’s article “Russian policies toward the Nordic-Baltic Region” (2011). Trenin
distinguishes the Nordic-Baltic region from a Russian perspective and analyses a range of
dimensions, such as Russia’s policy goals, modernisation, challenges, reconciliation, and
energy. However, he differentiates between the Nordic countries and the three Baltic states.
The study itself does not go into detail about Russia’s security policy, the main concern of this
thesis.
Another relevant study is Kristian Åtland’s studies “North European security after the
Ukrainian conflict” (2016) and “Russia and its western neighbours: A comparative study of the
security situation in the Black, Baltic, and Barents Sea regions” (2019), co-authored by Ihor
Kabanenko, also addresses Russian security policy in both regions. In the 2016 study, Åtland
1

See for instance Zysk, Katarzyna (2015) «Mellom fredspolitikk og militær opprustning: Russlands
sikkerhetspolitiske og militære atferd i nordområdene»; Klimenko, Ekaterina (2016) Russia’s Arctic Security
Policy Still Quiet in the High North?; Zysk, Katarzyna (2019) Russia’s Strategic Underbelly: Military Strategy,
Capabilities and Operations in the Arctic. In Blank, Stephen J. (Ed) “The Russian Military in Contemporary
Perspective”; Moshes Arkady, 1999, Russian Policy in the Baltic region. In Knudsen, Olav. F (Ed) “Stability and
Security in the Baltic Sea Region: Russian, Nordic and European Aspects”; Pynnöniemi, Katri & SaloniusPasternak, Charly (2016), “Security in the Baltic Sea Region: Activation of risk potensial”; Forsström,
Pentti “Russian military interests in the Baltic Region in Light of the Crimean Operation and the Development of
the Perceptions in the Military Sphere” (2019). In Blank, Stephen J. (Ed) “The Russian Military in Contemporary
Perspective”; Sergunin, Alexander (2019) “The Baltic Sea Region After the Ukraine Crisis and Trump: A Russian
Perspective”.
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focuses on North European security, discussing how and to what extent to which it has changed
and how it may develop further in the coming years as a result of the Ukrainian conflict and the
worsening of the relations between Russia and the West. He also examines the similarities and
differences between the security situation in the High North and the Baltic Sea region.
Similarly, in the 2019 study, Åtland and Kabanenko compare central features of the security
situation in and around the Black, Baltic and Barents Sea regions and analyse security-related
aspects of Russia’s post-2014 interactions with its Western neighbours. Thus, both the 2016
and 2019 studies consider Russia’s security policy in both regions. Although these studies do
not directly aim at identifying Russia’s security policy in both regions, these contributions,
along with that of Trenin (2011), highlight the importance of Russian security policy.
Finally, another work worth mentioning is Karen Anna Eggen’s master thesis about continuity
and change in Russian security policy towards the Nordic region (Eggen, 2016). As Trenin she
divides the Nordic region into the five countries Norway, Iceland, Denmark, Sweden and
Finland and compared it to the three Baltic states. Her thesis covers the timeframe from 2014
to 2016 and focuses on a different aim which is to analyse Russia’s aims, ways and means than
this thesis.

1.2.1 The contribution of this thesis
This thesis aims to contribute to the existing research of Russian security policy by increasing
the understanding of Russian security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions. Furthermore,
this thesis stands out from the above-mentioned studies in mainly two ways. First, it includes a
broader timeframe to include a greater scope of differences in Russian security policy. To
illustrate, Trenin looks at Russian security policy in the period between 2009 and 2011, Eggen
looks at the period 2014-2016, while Åtland looks at the period between 2014 to 2016 and
between 2014 to 2019 in his study with Klimenko.
Second, this thesis includes the two defined regions the Baltic Sea region and Barents Sea
region. While Åtland analyse and compare the same regions in his 2016 and 2020 study (with
the exception of the 2020 study which included the Black Sea region), but it differentiates in
regard to that I have defined a more comprehensive and larger area in Barents Sea region.
Trenin and Eggen on the other hand, does not compare the two regions but focuses on the
differences in Russian security policy towards the Nordic states and towards the Baltic states.
In other words, no previous studies have, to my knowledge, investigated Russia’s security
13

policy in the two regions that I have defined nor in the same time period as I consider.
Furthermore, I seek to make a small contribution to the literature of Russian security studies by
providing new research and by enhancing knowledge of Russian security policy in the Barents
Sea region and Baltic sea regions specifically, and in the larger field of Russian security studies.

1.3 Thesis outline
The thesis consists of six chapters, including this introduction. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the
methodological aspects of this thesis, including what method was used, how the data were
collected and structured, and how I tried to increase the trustworthiness of the research. Chapter
3 presents my theoretical framework, which is based on geopolitics. Chapter 4 compares
Russia’s security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions and identifies the main
differences. Chapter 5 uses geopolitical theory to explain these differences. Finally, Chapter 6
provides a summary of the thesis and presents the main findings.

14

Figure 1.1: The Barents and Baltic Sea regions

Source: The original map is prepared by Kristian Åtland and Ihor Kabanenko,(2019:288),
additional adjustments are made by Elizabeth Alberti, the author of this thesis.
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2 Methodological framework
This chapter presents the methodological framework of the thesis and is inspired by the
methodological structure used by (Eggen, 2016) in her earlier research. Hence, this chapter
includes major steps that are used to organize this thesis. As such, section 2.1 will discuss the
chosen method for the thesis, its challenges, and the measures used to increase the
trustworthiness of my research. Section 2.2. presents a detailed guide to how the data were
collected. Finally, section 2.3 will elaborate on how the data are structured and interpreted.

2.1 Comparative Case study
The focus on the differences in Russia’s security policy toward the Barents and Baltic Sea
regions set some premises for what method should be used to answer the thesis’ research
question. As the aim is to identify and explain cross-regional differences in Russian security
policy, a comparative case study is deemed necessary. According to Gerring (2017:28), “a case
study research is understood as an intensive study of a single case or a small number of cases
which draw on observational data and sheds light on a larger population of cases”. The case
study is referred to as intensive, since it gives the possibility for researchers to go in depth and
gain comprehensive knowledge about one or a few cases (George & Bennett, 2005:31). In this
thesis, the intensive study concerns the differences between Russia’s security policy in the
Barents and Baltic Sea regions. As this study includes more than one case, it provides a basis
for comparison. Each region represents one case, and the ultimate goal is to understand the
differences between them. According to Bryman (2016:65), the logic behind the method of
comparing implies that a social phenomenon is better understood when compared with one or
more contrasting cases. This potential advantage would be lost if one were to study one case
only.
In addition to comparing, another aim of this thesis is to trace the link between the explanatory
factors and the observed outcome2. Although interference about causal mechanisms is usually
not recommended in qualitative research, as it is difficult to test the effect of one variable while

2

In this thesis the observed outcome is the differences in Russian security policy and the explanatory factors are
those in which helps explain the differences.
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holding all confounding variables constant, this does not mean that one should avoid any
attempts of it. Rather, casual interferences should be used where they seem appropriate, but the
reader should be provided with the uncertainty of that interreference (King, Keohane, & Verba,
1994:75-76). Gerring points out that case studies usually rely on linking contextual evidence
together when attempting to determine one or more causal mechanisms (2007:172-173).
Therefore, this thesis attempts to connect the dependent variable “differences in Russian
security policy” to explanatory factors from geopolitics. These explanations are considered as
complementary and not competing.
In terms of methodological challenges, the comparative case study design is not different from
other methods and contains several problems. To meet these challenges, the thesis will adhere
to Yvonna S. Lincoln and Egon G. Guba’s advice for increasing the trustworthiness and
authenticity of a study. They identify four criteria that they believe should be considered by
qualitative researchers in pursuit of a trustworthy study. These include 1) credibility, 2)
transferability, 3) dependability, and 4) confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 301-328; Guba
& Lincoln, 1994:114). The notion of credibility, also called internal validity, is one of the most
important factors in establishing trustworthiness in a study. According to their study, credibility
refers to having principles of good practice and submitting research findings to other members
of the same social world to gain confirmation that the researcher has understood that social
world correctly. This method is called member validation or member checking. (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985:315-316; Bryman, 2016:384). In order to enhance credibility, this thesis will
therefore use member validation to confirm that this thesis is credible with other social
scientists. Another technique from Guba and Lincon to increase credibility is triangulation
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985:316; Bryman, 2016:384). Triangulation is collecting data from various
sources to confirm the findings and to reduce the effects of the investigator's biases (Shenton,
2004). Therefore, in order to judge the accuracy of specific data items, I have in this study used
several primary- and secondary sources and strengthened the study’s foundation. Primary
sources were first used to collect the data; then secondary sources were used to support existing
interpretations or to introduce alternative understandings.
The second criterion, transferability, may be understood as what Gerring refers to as external
validity, that is, the extent to which the results can be generalised to a larger population
(2007:43). As this is a qualitative case study with few cases, it lacks the ability to apply the
findings to other cases as one may do in quantitative research (Ibid; George and Bennett;
17

2005:19-20). Generalisation is difficult or even impossible as all observations are defined by
the specific context in which they were found (Lincoln & Guba, 1985:316;Shenton, 2004:69).
Accordingly, the results of this thesis are not necessarily generalisable to Russia’s security
policy in other regions. However, while it may be true that generalisation is difficult in
qualitative research, several researchers argue against this negative aspect of transferability in
qualitative research. Their arguments have been that generalisability need to be reframed in a
new perspective and suggest that although each case is in some respect unique, it can be
generalised outside the study setting and thus shed light on a larger class of cases (Denscombe,
2010:60-61;Shenton, 2004: 69-70). A fitting term for this type of generalisability would
therefore be “contingent generalisation” (George and Bennett,2005:31). This type suggests that
generalisation is a matter of degree (Ruddin, 2006:805). Furthermore, a way to mediate the
generalisation issue is having thick descriptions, by having rich accounts of the details, from
where others can consider the possible generalisation to other surroundings (Bryman,2016:384;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985:316; George and Bennett,2005:31). Hence, the results of this study
should be considered in terms of how far they can be applied beyond the study setting. To the
extent that this thesis enhances our understanding of the causes of inter-regional differences in
Russian security policy, my results should thus be as detailed as possible so it might have at
least some relevance to other cases.
The third criterion, dependability, is equivalent to the term reliability and refers to the extent to
which a measure varies from one use to another (Lincoln & Guba, 1985:316). If the work is
repeated in the same context with the same methods and with the same regions, similar results
should be obtained. However, the changing nature of the phenomenon “Russian security
policy” renders such provisions problematic. In order to address and increase external
reliability, the process within the study has been thoroughly documented, thereby enabling a
future researcher to repeat the work, if not necessarily to gain the same result (Shenton,
2004:71;Yin, 2002:36; Lincoln & Guba, 1985:317; Bryman, 2016:384). In order to meet this
criterion, the research design, which is presented through this chapter, is devoted to giving the
reader a detailed insight into the choice of method and how the data has been collected and
structured.
The fourth criterion, confirmability, refers to the investigator’s objectivity (Lincoln & Guba,
1985:318-319) 318-319). A common concern in qualitative studies is that subjective
judgements may be used to collect the data and structure the analysis, thereby preventing a
18

sufficiently operational set of measures (Yin 2002:34). According to Bryman (2016:384)
ensuring complete objectivity is impossible, however the researcher can be shown to have acted
in good faith and not allow personal values or theoretical inclinations. Hence, it is important
that the researcher strives to remain impartial and ensures that the conclusions are rooted in the
evidence, rather than in the predictions and preferences of the researcher (Shenton, 2004: 72).
One way to overcome this problem is through the extent to which the researcher admits her
own predispositions, that is, her background and position, which might affect what she chooses
to investigate, the angle of investigation, the methods, the findings, and the framing of the
conclusions. In order to counter these biases, the researcher should assess and later share the
reflexivity of the study. As a result, the bias in the sense of undesirable or hidden skewness will
be accounted for, though not eliminated (Malterud, 2001:484). This has been taken into account
to be as objective as possible. Furthermore, my ability to read Russian sources has enabled me
to conduct a more objective study on Russian security policy than would have been possible
otherwise, as the research has not relied entirely on interpretations of translated materials. On
one hand, using Russian sources is great as it can help strengthen the thesis with a wider field
of view. On the other hand, it is important to note that the Russian sources have the potential to
be pro-Russian and therefore should be compared against other data to give a more correct
picture of what is being studied. Hence to overcome this challenge, triangulation will be used.
Another challenge that may occur and lead to a false presentation of the data is mistranslations.
To limit this challenge, I have sought secondary opinions from individuals with substantial
knowledge of the Russian language when in doubt.
In addition to the four trustworthiness criteria, Lincoln and Guba suggest another important
criterion in qualitative research, that is authenticity (Guba & Lincoln, 1994:114). The researcher
is establishing authenticity in the study by ensuring that both the conduct and evaluation of the
research are genuine and credible in terms of the political and social implications of the
research. Hence, authenticity is seen as an important component of establishing trustworthiness
in qualitative research (Given,2008: 44). To strengthen this intrinsic criterion in qualitative text
analysis, all perspectives, values and beliefs related to injury have to be balanced (Ibid:118).
Doing so helps to increase the understanding of the social context being studied and also helps
the reader to expand her own perspectives on the topic. Hence, data materials that are
suspiciously weak or even untruthful must be eliminated. As the empirical material in this thesis
consists of data such as statements, comments, and so on from Russian officials, it is likely to
represent the official Russian narrative, sometimes not reflecting partially or fully the actual
19

reality, designed to achieve a specific political effect either at the domestic or at the international
stage. Likewise, some western sources represent an anti-Russian narrative, and misrepresenting
the reality. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind where the sources originate from and to
compare with other available materials when possible.

2.2 Collecting the data
This study is based on various forms of written sources, including a broad range of both primary
and secondary literature. The primary sources consist of a selection of Russian official
documents such as the national security strategy of 2009 and 2015, the military doctrines of
2010 and 2014, the maritime doctrine of 2015, the naval doctrines of 2012 and 2017, and the
foreign policy concepts of 2008 and 2016. Other primary sources are statements, speeches and
official interviews from key Russian actors: such as the President, the foreign minister, the
defence minister, and important figures in Russian politics pertaining to the Barents and Baltic
Sea regions. The primary data mentioned above constitute the foundation of important security
policy aspects and offer guidelines for a potential Russian security policy or at least the
principles that form the basis of Russian security policy in the region and are thus used to
identify and assess Russian security policy.
The secondary sources comprise scientific papers and media reports. These sources were
particularly useful in chapters 4 and 5 to either confirm or debunk statements collected from
primary sources. All relevant data here have been organized to help identify and explain the
inter-regional differences of Russian security policy. Some of the information collected has
been found by using search engines such as Google Scholar, Yandex, Eastview and Eastview
Governmental Publications. Yandex is Russia’s largest search engine and is equivalent to
Google. I used both Yadenx and Google to search on among others official homepages and
web-based archives of various Russian ministries such as the Ministry of Defence (MoD), the
President of Russia and the Security Council. Eastview and Eastview Governmental
Publications are large databases that include searchable online archives in Russian. The first
one covers a diverse range of military and other official publications and newspaper articles,
while the latter covers publications from among others the State Duma and the Federal Council.
When collecting primary and secondary sources, two techniques in particular have been used.
In the first round, the so-called snowball sampling technique was used to find data that suggests
20

where to look next. This technique is regularly used in a qualitative research to collect
information that is difficult to reach or even hidden (Waters, 2014:367). Hence, by using this
technique, I have gained greater knowledge from different sources, which I otherwise would
not get. Consequently, this method helped to strengthen the thesis as a number of sources with
different perspectives were taken into account. In the second round, the knowledge obtained
during the first process was used to construct search words tied to Russian security policy in
both regions. These search words have helped me to find information from sources related to
the thesis topic. This has further improved the quality of the sources and strengthened the thesis.
These techniques have been criticised for, inter alia, being reliant on the researcher. The
snowballing technique can be very time consuming and depends heavily on the researcher’s
resources and contacts in the first place (Waters: 2014:372). This is not necessarily a weakness,
as the researcher may be able to produce a sizeable sample and generate high-quality research
using this method. Another issue related to snowballing is that it often produces a slow and
uneven accretion of additional data points, which may contain the same view of the data (Ibid).
For instance, when basing the study on a few related sources, one risks staying within the same
perspective. Issues with the second technique is related to the researcher’s ability to gain
comprehensive knowledge about the sources available to her and the knowledge gained from
the snowballing technique. If the researcher has substantial knowledge about the topic and the
sources available, she will more easily discover better sources. Despite the various problems
associated with these sampling methods, it appears to be an appropriate method for this
research. It provides an effective means of building a sample of the differences in Russia
security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions.

2.3 Structuring and processing
After collecting the data from various sources, the next step involves structuring and processing
them so that they can be analysed in an appropriate manner. The analysis of this thesis will be
divided into two chapters – one that describes inter-regional differences in Russian Security
policy (chapter 4) and one that explains the identified differences (chapter 5). A careful and
systematic work through of the collected data was conducted and the information that could be
connected to one of the two chapters was identified and sorted. In order to structure the analysis,
a sampling plan was used to help gathering text into several categories within the two chapters.
The samples selected depend on the thesis’ purpose., which is to first identify Russian security
policy differences and then explain them. Chapter 4 will be divided into two parts, one for each
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region, and both parts consider two broad categories: improving military capabilities and
increasing the number and complexity of military exercises. These categories were found in
Russian security policy documents concerning both regions. The aim is to identify differences
in Russian security policy within each of these categories.
A consequence of this structure is that it does not necessarily provide a definitive and accurate
description of the whole reality, meaning that Russian security policy in the Barents and Baltic
Sea regions may involve a number of differences that are left out of the analysis. Thus, the
sampling and categorisation of Russia’s different security policy in the Barents- and Baltic Sea
regions provide a simplification of reality, which is helpful to systemize and present the
empirical data collected.
Chapter 5 utilizes three factors from geopolitical theory to explain the differences found in
chapter 4. These factors – geographical elements, threats, and holism – are considered useful
for understanding Russian security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions. Considering
the fact that this thesis assesses Russian security policy in two geographically important
regions, these geopolitical factors becomes a natural choice.
To sum up, this thesis uses a comparative case study analysis in order to describe and explain
Russia’s security policy differences in the Barents- and Baltic Sea regions. The data that have
been collected, structured, and processed draw on both primary and secondary sources, which
are systematically reviewed and categorized according to their relevance for the thesis’ research
question. The next chapter will outline the thesis’ theoretical framework and evaluate the
relevance of geopolitical factors that might help explain differences in Russian security policy
between the Barents and Baltic Sea regions.
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3 Theoretical framework
This chapter outlines the theoretical framework used to explain the differences in Russia’s
security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea Regions, and the theoretical framework is based
on a geopolitical approach. This approach has for a long time been dismissed by scholars and
remained relatively understudied. This dismissal was mainly due to the shift from the cold war
period toward a new era characterised by liberal democracy and the emergence of globalisation.
However, in recent years this trend has been reversed and geopolitics has again returned to their
rightful place in the study of international relations (IR), and several scholars have once again
applied geopolitical analysis, evident in recent studies by Stokke (2017), Borgerson (2008),
Dodds (2010), Tamnes and Offerdal (2014), Huebert (2017). As factors such as oil, gas,
minerals, water and other scarce resources remain of strategic importance, states will continue
to operate within the framework of geopolitics. According to Walter Russell Mead (2014:72),
geopolitical analysis has regained its currency in the study of international relations, particularly
after the deterioration of relations between Russia and the West. Issues such as NATO
expansion since 1999, Iraq in 2003, Georgia in 2008, and Ukraine in 2014, as well as the rise
of economic and political powers such as China, have given the importance of geopolitical
analysis renewed strength.
Geopolitics is often understood as the basis of a country’s security and foreign policy, which
aims at improving the country’s status within a specific location. However, in academia the
term geopolitics is a controversial one and enjoys different definitions depending on context.
Researchers such as Flint (2017), Guzzini (2012) and Nancy Hiemstra and Alison Mountz
(2011) have classified geopolitics into three different branches – classical, critical, feminist –
and define the concept in different ways, depending on the branch. The critical and feminist
branches have embraced the study of discursive formations3 and are thus related to discourse
analysis. Classical and neoclassical geopolitics, on the other hand, have taken up a realist point
of view based on the idea that the international system causes states to pursue power. As such,
states are vulnerable to other states’ power and ensure their own survival by increasing their
own security through among other things increasing its capabilities and increasing the number
of military exercises. In addition to being a heterogeneous set of contributions, classical
3

Discursive formations refer to “the general enunciative principle that governs a group of verbal performances”.
The term is also used to refer to “a particular discourse that includes different examples which shares the same
patterns of concerns, perspectives, concepts, or themes” (Oxford Reference, n.d.).
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geopolitical thinking is also diverse, as evident in the differences between the early
contributions by Mahan (1890); Haushofer (1942) and Mackinder (1904), which is classified
as classical geopolitics, and the far more disciplined explanatory schemes developed by Cold
War scholars such as Spykman, Kissinger and others, which are classified as neoclassical
geopolitical approach (Stokke,2017:173). This thesis will utilize contributions from the
theoretical branch of neoclassical geopolitics. The critical and feminist approach are seen as
outside the scope of this thesis.
Before I go on to discuss the fruitfulness of employing neoclassical geopolitical theory when
examining and explaining Russia’s different security policy in both regions, I will first examine
neoclassical geopolitics, which is the foundation of the theory used in this thesis. The aim is to
find a geopolitical rationale and to identify geopolitical factors likely to influence Russian
security policy. Section 1.1 provides a brief discussion of geopolitical history. Section 1.2
proceeds to elaborate on the neoclassical geopolitical approach in international relations and
illustrates how this theory can help to explain differences in Russian security policy across the
two regions in question. This framework will be used to explain the differences in Russian
security policy in chapter 5. Section 1.3 assesses the theoretical implications. Finally, section
1.4 provides a brief summary of the chapter.

3.1 A brief history of classical geopolitics
Coined in 1899 by the Swedish political scientist, Rudolf Kjellén, the term “geopolitics” was
found useful to describe how a state’s geographical base, natural endowment, and resources
determine its power potential (Ó Tuathail, 1998:1; Dahlman, 2009:87). Kjellén’s contribution
was based on the German geographer Fredrich Ratzel’s idea that the state is a living organism
that must expand its reach of power to survive. Thus, he perceived geopolitics as the effect of
natural geographical factors on this living organism (Dittmer & Sharp, 2014:4). Ratzel and
Kjellén are considered as the founders of the German Geopolitics (Guzzini, 2012:21; Ó
Tuathail, 1998:1; Dahlman, 2009:87). Other scholars belonging to classical geopolitics include
the US admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan and the British geographer Halford John Mackinder, who
are considered the founders of the Anglo-American theory of geopolitics. The latter approach
differs from the German version by not only focusing on the state but also on the long-term
patterns of history. Seeking lessons from the past, both Mahan and Mackinder were able to link
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historical patterns to emerging technological warfare and thus to determine the state’s power
potential (Dittmer & Sharp, 2014 :4).
The ideas of classical geopolitics, especially that of German geopolitik, have been proven
influential on the German General Karl Haushofer, who used the term to justify Nazi
Germany’s expansionism in Eastern Europe. As a result, the concept suffered disrepute and fell
into disuse (Dittmer & Sharp, 2014:4; Murphy, Bassin, Newman, Reuber, & Agnew, 2004;
Wegge & Keil, 2018:89). However, during the cold war, more specifically in the 1970s and
1980s, the concept returned to international relations scholarship, helping to analyse the rivalry
between the Soviet Union and the United States and their influence over other states and over
strategic resources (Murphy et al., 2004:621). The renewed usage of the concept was based on
a more anodyne definition equivalent to political geography. It differed from the mainstream
social Darwinist assumption, imperial aspiration and the broad-brush analysis which was
common in the early study of classical geopolitics and came in a far more disciplined
geopolitical theory (Stokke, 2017:173; Guzzini, 2012:33) or what Mark Bassin has dubbed
“neoclassical geopolitics” (Murphy et al., 2004:621; Guzzini, 2012:12). As this thesis will use
neoclassical geopolitics to identify the causes of Russia’s security policy differences, the next
section will elaborate in detail on how this approach might help the ensuing analysis.

3.2 Neoclassical geopolitics
Neoclassical geopolitics evolved from classical geopolitics during the Cold War. Like classical
geopolitics, this new approach used geographical factors and built on the assumption that
geographical space and the natural geographical factors represent objective phenomena which
constrain and determine the flow of political events (Murphy et al, 2004:626 ). However, as
already mentioned, this version is far more innocent and is no longer tainted by the theoretical
and political drawbacks of the past.
Tamnes and Offerdal (2014:6) define geopolitics as “the connections between geographic
space and power politics.” The assumption is that natural aspects of geographical locations
influence the role of states. Guzzini (2012) offers a more comprehensive definition. He defines
neoclassical geopolitics as:
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“a policy-orientated analysis, generally conservative and with nationalist overtones, that gives
explanatory primacy, but not exclusively, to certain physical and human geographic factors …
and gives precedence to a strategic view, realism with a military and nationalist gaze, for
analysing the objective necessities’ within which states compete for power and rank” (Guzzini,
2012:43).

This definition needs further clarification. It implies that neoclassical geopolitics is
characterised by geographical factors; however, the explanatory primacy is not exclusively
related to geography, meaning that aspects of realism such as political and economic factors
can also be included as explanatory factors. In other words, neoclassical geopolitics is not just
about seas and continental masses, but also about other components of realism. Indeed,
geopolitics can be considered as an integral branch of realist theories in international relations
(IR), that is, a particular form of realism (Guzzini, 2012:43; Stokke, 2017; Tamnes et al.,
2014:6).
However, despite being a particular form of realism, neoclassical geopolitics is distinguished
from mainstream realist theories by three characteristics. First, neoclassical geopolitics is
holistic rather than reductionist, that is, it focuses on how a global process shapes regional
politics and how security concerns define interstate relations also in other issue areas. Second,
neoclassical geopolitics is dynamic rather than static, meaning that the physical geography is
liable to change and therefore capable of explaining differences and similarities in international
politics. Third, neoclassical geopolitics is interdisciplinary by nature and includes three distinct
disciplines: geography, history, and strategy (Stokke,2017:171-173 ; Wu, 2018:792-793).
Neoclassical geopolitical theory is a valuable and highly relevant tool for understanding
Russian security policy. Although mainly empirical in orientation, the security policy in both
regions has been framed in terms of geopolitics. Considering the above-mentioned
characteristics, and the fact that this thesis assesses Russian security policy in two
geographically important regions, geopolitics becomes a natural choice. This thesis will utilise
three factors to explain Russian security policy in these two regions – geographical
characteristics, power and holism. However, as these are broad explanatory variables proposed
by geopolitics, this thesis will in the following subsections move forward and conceptualise
these elements and develop a set of assumptions which will later be used to structure the
analysis in chapter 5.
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3.2.1 Geographical characteristics
Geographical characteristics are distinct parts of geopolitical thinking, which uses them as
important factors to explain or predict outcomes of international rivalries. This idea was laid
out by Alfred T. Mahan (1890) in his classical work “The Influence of Sea Power on History,
1660-1783”, where he assesses whether the state is a sea power by identifying several physical
and social factors. The goal of Mahan’s assessment was to increase US influence and power
projection, while avoiding conflict with the British navy. He thus advocated an alliance with
Britain to counterbalance the Eurasian land powers. Being influenced by Mahan, Halford J.
Mackinder (1904) in his article titled “The Geographic Pivot of History”, modelled the Eurasian
“heartland” and assessed its potential for rising to global dominance based on its geographic
factors (Dahlman, 2009:87-88; Flint, 2017:8). Somewhat later, Nicholas Spykman viewed the
geographical characteristics as “a conditioning rather than as a determining factor” (Spykman,
1938:30).
Both Mackinder and Spykman emphasised the importance of state size, because size tends to
correlate with the amount manpower and of natural resources, which again translate into powerprojection capacity. Historically, states controlling large territories have been powerful (Stokke,
2017:172; Spykman, 1938:31). The location of the state is of equal interest for these scholars.
Mackinder argues that the Heartland, where the continental masses of Eurasia were
concentrated, was the most advantageous geopolitical location, because it resides in the center
of the world (Mackinder, 1904). Furthermore, Spykman mentions that:
“Location with reference to the equator and to oceans and land masses determines nearness to
centers of power, areas of conflict, and established routes of communication, and location with
reference to immediate neighbours' defines position in regard to potential enemies, thereby
determining the basic problems of territorial security” (Spykman, 1938:31).

Thus, location is defined in terms of great land and ocean masses. Other important geographical
factors in a geopolitical view is topography, climate conditions and natural resources, all of
which affect the state's power projection (Stokke, 2017:172; Spykman, 1938:31; Hartshorne,
1960:61-62; Gray, 2012:302). Walton (2007:14-22) adds characteristics of neighbouring
countries as important geographical factors.
Finally, technology has also been viewed as an important geopolitical characteristic affecting a
state’s power. From the beginning, classical geopoliticians pointed out how geographic
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properties could be modified by technological advances. With his classical work, Mahan
encouraged Washington to push for the construction of the Panama Canal, so that US naval
capabilities in the Atlantic could be projected into the Pacific ( Mahan, 1890). Mackinder
warned that the emergence of technologies such as railways might affect the state’s power
potential. He argued that Russia, with the technological improvements of railways, was a
contender for global primacy, because railways would allow better use of natural resources for
industry, rapid land-based transport for troops, and push the country’s influence into new
regions (Mackinder, 1904). The railway, in other words, improved the probability of a state
succeeding in warfare as well as trade; indeed, he argued that it was in fact land power that
would dominate and not the traditional sea powers (Dahlman, 2009:87-88; Stokke, 2017:179
The use of geopolitical characteristic to study Russian security policy in the Barents and Baltic
Sea regions builds on the hypothesis that geographical factors will impact Russia´s power
projection, which again affects Russia’s regional security policy. This is the first hypothesis
underlying this thesis’ attempt to explain the differences in Russia’s security policies in the
Barents and Baltic Sea regions.

3.2.2 Power
Like all scholars in the realist tradition, geopoliticians argue that power is central for explaining
state behaviour; hence, the emphasis of geopolitical analysis has traditionally been the concept
of power and a state's quest to seek power. However, power is surprisingly difficulty to define
or measure. According to Goldstein and Pevehouse (2012:45-46), power is often defined as
the ability to get another actor to do what it otherwise would not have done. Thus, if actors are
granted what they want, they are considered powerful. With this view power is treated as
influence. A problem with this definition is that we seldom know what action an actor would
have taken without the influence from the first actors' power. Thus, there is a risk of circular
logic, where power is something that explains influence and influence measures the amount of
power. So, power in itself is not influence but rather the ability or potential to influence
something or someone else. Such ability or potential is believed to be based on specific
characteristics or possessions of states, such as the geographical elements mentioned earlier, in
addition to among other things the level of income and armed forces (Goldstein et al., 2012:4546).
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Furthermore, as the international system is anarchical, meaning that there is a lack of a central
authority that can enforce rules and ensure security to states (Mearsheimer, 2007:73-74); Waltz,
1979:102-104), states rely on self-help and have to increase their power to survive, a view that
manifests itself in security. In such system, states are seen as key players that are by most
geopoliticians, except some early contributors like Rudolf Kjellen and Klaus Haushofer,
modelled as unitary and rational actors (Stokke, 2017:171; Goldstein and Pevehouse, 2012:49)
which make decisions based on the potentially best outcome. In such a system, whenever there
are power asymmetries between states, there exists threats (Rousseau & Garcia-Retamero,
2007:744). Hence, if a state preserved threats in a region it is assumed that it will increase its
power. As such, my second hypothesis is that differences in the level of threats perceived by
Russia, explains the differences in Russian security policy in the two regions.

3.2.3 Holism
Holism is a third basic element of geopolitical thinking. It implies that global processes shape
regional politics as well as that security concerns define interstate relations in other problem
areas. To illustrate, in O Tuathail’s (1998) discussion of Mackinder’s classic, he points out the
“gods eye” look at international politics as a unified global scene, where regional problems are
reflections of international rivalries viewed through geographical characteristics relevant to
project power (Ó Tuathail,1998:16). This marks the modern varieties of geopolitical thinking,
a global view of regional issues, which was evident with the Cold War doctrines associated
with Truman and Brezhnev (Stokke, 2017:172:173).
During the cold war, Truman stated that “the very existence of the Greek state is today
threatened by the terrorist activities of several thousand armed men, led by Communists” (Ó
Tuathail, 1998:49;Stokke,2017:173). Thus, he indicates that global politics involving the Soviet
Union and the US were affecting regional politics in Greece. Truman further argued, with his
Domino theory, that several regions would be affected by global politics: if one region were to
fall to communism, others would soon follow (Stokke,2017:173). Reasoning equivalent to the
domino theory can also be found in the Soviet policies. Brezhnev, after the Prague Spring,
argued in a similar fashion saying that the growing developments of international politics would
affect the socialist states in a negative manner (Ó Tuathail, 1998:52-53; Stokke, 2017:173).
This brings us to the final hypothesis, which is that the international relations between Russia
and the West affect politics in different regions differently.
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3.3 Limitations of geopolitical theory
Because neoclassical geopolitics is quite similar to classical geopolitics, both approaches are
liable to much of the same criticism. Contemporary scholars within the study of geopolitics
such as Tuathail have criticised this tradition, arguing that “geography is not a product of nature
but a product of histories of struggle between competing authorities over the power to organize,
occupy and administer space” (Ó Tuathail, 1996:1). For him and other critics, the defence of
geographic factors are rather vague or even trivial.
Another critique is that they are both overly deterministic and simplistic, offering an oldfashioned and blinkered view of the world (Walton, 2007:17). However, according to Walton,
this view is unjust both to the field and to its theorists and represents a stereotype rather than
an analysis. He argues that geopolitics – like any field of political science – builds on theoretical
paradigms that may contain flaws or be incomplete. However, classical and neoclassical
geopolitics have contributed to our understanding of international politics and can help us
understand the broad trends driving international politics in the twenty-first century (Walton,
2007:15-17). Saul Cohen (1964:24), one of the defenders of geopolitics, argues that “the
essence of geopolitical analysis is the relations of international political power to the
geographical setting”. He claims that geography is important for understanding how states act.
According to him, this approach has two crucial components: first, deception of geopolitical
settings as they relate to political power and second, the laying out of spatial frameworks that
embrace interacting political power units (Ibid:25). Both Cohen (1964) and Walton (2007)
combine spatial theory with geographical content. In other words, scholars continue to use the
geopolitical approach. Thus, it should not be viewed as redundant.

3.4 Security
When analysing geopolitics, the question of security must be included. The connection between
geography and traditional security lies in a state's interest to protect its territories. A state’s
security may be challenged by a number of other states and international organisations. When
this occurs, states have traditionally legitimised use of any available resources to defend their
interests and to do so no matter the number of casualties and the amount of material costs
(Tamnes & Offerdal, 2014:6-7).
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Security is an essentially contested concept that have attracted many definitions, and it is
therefore important to clarify this term when using it. According to Skogan (2007:102),
traditional security is defined as “the ability of a state to protect itself from external threats such
as the use of military force and violence”. Such threats may come from another state or from
governmental or non-governmental organisations or groups. Furthermore, security policy can
emphasise what needs to be protected. This could be the nation’s vital interests and core values
that are important for the states’ survival and independence. This is referred to as the positive
definition of security policy. Similarly, a negative definition of security policy focuses on what
it should be protected from/against. The negative definition of security policy can further be
delimited to focus on the protection against politically motivated violence or military threats
(Skogan, 2007:104-105).
Rolf Tamnes and Kristine Offerdal (2014:6-7) have in their contribution divided the security
concept into soft and hard security. Hard security is also referred to as state security (in Skogan
2007 referred to as traditional security) and is defined as "…the protection of territorial integrity
and the state authorities, but it also comprises the protection of state authority’s political
sovereignty” (Tamnes & Offerdal, 2014:7; Faremo, 2009:19-21). Tamnes and Offerdal further
states that security may be challenged by political and military pressure and intimidations, from
state and non-state actors and in the form of conventional military action or non-conventional
forms of action such as cyber or terrorist attacks with the aim of forcing a state into political
submission. Consequently, in a situation where a state’s security interests are at stake, states
will be willing to legitimise available resources in their defence, even if it entails considerable
costs (Tamnes & Offerdal, 2014:7; Faremo, 2009:19-21).
Soft security, on the other hand, also includes topics such as social and human security. Tamnes
and Offerdal argues that social security is the “protection of the population and key functions
and infrastructure in a situation where the state’s security, sovereignty and territorial integrity
are not at stake” (Tamnes & Offerdal, 2014:7). The threats against social security can be manmade and include for instance small-scale terrorist attacks or organized crime. However, natural
disasters, grave accidents, and catastrophes might also threaten social security (Tamnes &
Offerdal, 2014:7; Faremo, 2009:19-21). According to Tamnes and Offerdal, human security
concerns “the protection and wellbeing of the individual”, as well as human rights, the right to
life and personal security (Tamnes & Offerdal, 2014:7; Faremo, 2009:19-21).
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There is general agreement among scholars that the field of security studies emerged in the
aftermath of World War 2, sustained a golden age from 1954-1966, waned during the Vietnam
war, and was revived during the late 1970s and the 1980s. By that time, security was largely
consolidated with the traditional point of view and was defined largely in military terms
(Patman, 1999:2-3). Thus, military instruments of statecraft became the central, if not the only,
concern of state security.
The end of the cold war was a turning point resulting in a new world order. The existence of
the old military threats was questioned, and new threats arose. These new challenges required
a new security policy. As a result, the post-Cold War period was characterised by the shift from
traditional security (military threats) toward common or co-operative security (non-military
threats). The resources once devoted to coping with military threats were now used to deal with
non-military security threats, such as domestic and global poverty, educational crisis, drug
trafficking, crime, international migration, environmental hazards, resource shortage, the
breakdown of the global financial system, global warming, human rights protection, and so on.
Security is hence viewed as being beyond the control of individual states and therefore requires
international, not national responses (Baldwin, 1995:126; Patman, 1999:4).
Being a part of the European security system, Russia experienced the same development
concerning the security concept and recognized many postmodern security challenges and
threats that had a transnational character and therefore the need to meet them with international
cooperation, and often also with non-military means (Zysk, 2013:6). The Russian security
policy documents in the period 2007-2020 emphasise elements of both security definitions (the
traditional definition and the broadening of the concept). These documents see the concept as
somewhat complex and multidimensional, with increasingly unclear lines between foreign and
domestic security policy. Russian security policy is perceived in the context of political and
military, socio-economic and demographic, scientific, technological and educational, public
health and even cultural developments. Several scholars such as Hedenskog, Persson and Pallin
(2016) and Zysk (2013) have argued that Russia to a large degree still follows a more traditional
view of the concept, portraying old images of the US and NATO as the enemies, including
confrontation and rivalry, with the focus on nuclear deterrence and airspace defence. This thesis
will therefore focus on the traditional understanding of security policy (hard security).
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This chapter has outlined the theoretical framework used in this thesis to explain the differences
in Russian security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea Regions, that is, geopolitics or more
precisely neoclassical geopolitics. With this, the chapter revealed three interrelated factors from
geopolitics that might explain the differences in Russian security policy in the Barents Sea
region and Baltic Sea region. These are geographical characteristics, power and holism.
Furthermore, as all theories, neoclassical geopolitics too has been criticized for containing flaws
and being incomplete. It has been criticized for being too vague, trivial, overly deterministic,
simplistic and offering an old fashioned and blinkered view of the world. However, such view
is considered unjust by geopolitical scholars who argue that as long as there are issues related
to resources, deterioration in state relations and so on, geopolitical analysis will maintain its
currency in the study of international relations. Hence, this theory should not be considered
redundant. Due to the circumstances of the world politics, and the fact that this thesis aims to
focus on the security policy in two regions, geopolitics is a natural choice to choose for this
study. Finally, as Russia to a large degree still follows a traditional view of security (hard
security), the next chapter aims at identifying differences in Russia’s security policy in the
Barents and Baltic Sea regions.
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4 Identifying Russia’s Security Policy in
the Barents and Baltic Sea regions
In order to uncover the first part of the research question, that is, how does Russian security
policy differ across the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, this chapter provides an overview of the
Russian regional security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, by building on the
collected empirical data and additional secondary literature. The purpose is to map and compare
Russia’s comprehensive security policy differences in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions since
2007 and to assess the developments in each respective region. Hence, in the following sections,
I will systematically distinguish, compare and contrast Russian security policy in the two
regions over time. Each section of this chapter is divided into two parts. The first part addresses
Russia’s military capability and the second part the number and complexity of military
exercises. This comparison paves the way for an informed study of what explains the
differences in Russia’s security policy across the two regions. The final section provides a
summary.

4.1 Russian Security Policy in the Barents Sea region
Russia’s security policy documents4 have suggested a number of measures designed to tighten
and ensure security in the Barents Sea region. These measures are plans or courses of action
taken to achieve the country’s strategic national priorities. In this section, I analyse the
security policy measures and assess whether these measures are being implemented by the
Russian authorities. Among the measures found, two stand out the most:
1) Improving Russia’s military capability
The documents emphasise the need to develop and build Russia's military capability in
the armed forces, including troops, units and bodies, by modernising military weapons
and military industrial complexes as well as by improving military organisation.

4

Such as the security strategy of 2009 and 2015, the military doctrine of 2010 and 2014, the maritime doctrine
of 2015, the naval doctrine of 2012 and 2017 and the foreign policy concept of 2008 and 2016.
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2) Increasing the number and complexity of military exercises
The documents have emphasised the need to improve military mobilisation and combat
readiness through measures to ensure mobilisation training and updating of the militarytechnical potential.

4.1.1 Improving Russia’s military capability
Russia has always tried to maintain a considerable military capability in the Barents Sea region.
However, it was not until 2008 that Russia pursued large-scale military reforms and succeeded
in increasing and modernising its armed forces, including in the Barents Sea region (Zysk,
2018:96; De Haas, 2011:23). That being said, in the first few years the military ambitions were
limited and focused primarily on maintaining and modernising nuclear forces and enhancing
protection of sea and land territories in the Barents Sea region, as well as securing its Arctic
operations (Zysk, 2011:104; Zysk, 2019:687). In the aftermath of Vladimir Putin’s return to
power as President in May 2012, Russia expanded its plans to strengthen its defence in the
Barents Sea Region (Zysk,2018:99). Hence, Russia continued to strengthen its military assets
and capabilities on land, at sea, and in the air. By strengthening its military forces in all three
branches, Russia has improved both nuclear and conventional capabilities and is now capable
of supporting its anti-access area denial (A2/AD) zones (Smura, 2016:5). Such capabilities have
the ability to deter enemy deployments, limit the possibility for an adversary to attack targets
or send reinforcements (Swedish Defence Research Agency, 2019). The development of
Russia’s military capabilities provides the military with an increased power projection capacity
and gives Russia tactical flexibility and strategic leverage. According to the Russian President
Vladimir Putin, Russia will continue to strengthen its military potential (Ria Novosti, 2019c).
The observed improvements have been in the country’s military command, naval capabilities,
air capabilities and air defence and ground forces.
Changes in command:
Russia has focused on improving its military organisation, forms and methods in its armed
forces. In December 2014, Russia’s new Arctic Joint Strategic Command “North” (JSC)
became operational. The new command is based on the Northern Fleet and is headquartered at
Severomorsk. It acquires military naval surface and strategic nuclear surface, air force and
aerospace defence units, assets and bases (Jones, 2014; Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:305). Its
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main task is to protect Russia’s national interests in the Barents Sea region and the rest of the
Arctic.
It seems that the JSC North represents a separate military district. In addition to this district,
Russia has four others based in different regions: the central, eastern, southern and western
(Jones, 2014). The decision to implement a Joint Strategic Command in the North was driven
by Russia’s wider goal to increase its military-political weight in the Barents Sea region
(Sukhankin, 2019).
Naval capabilities:
Russia’s naval capabilities in the Barents Sea region are provided by the Northern Fleet (NF),
which is the backbone of the Russian Navy and the largest component of the Joint Strategic
Command North. The fleet, which is located in Severomorsk in the Kola Peninsula, has several
important tasks. However, its main role is to provide sea-based nuclear strategic deterrence
(IHS Markit, 2018:5; Klimenko, 2016:19). The Northern Fleet operates with 41 submarines.
Among these are Ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs), Nuclear-powered guided missile
submarines (SSGNs) and nuclear-powered attack submarines (SSNs) (HIS Markit, 2018:4).
However, as the SSBNs constitute an important part of the country’s nuclear deterrence and
strategic thinking, the top priority was given to modernising its Delta IV class and Borei class
SSBNs (Zysk, 2019:690). The Russian navy has modernised six older submarines of the Delta
IV class, each carrying 16 ballistic missiles armed with four nuclear warheads. The Delta IV
class are located in Gadzhievo, northwest of Murmansk on the Kola Peninsula (about 100 km
from the Norwegian border) (Zysk, 2019:690; Nilsen, 2017).
The Borei class consists of at least eight submarines in total, each carrying a total of 16-20
ballistic missiles (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:21). Among these, three Borei class submarines
have entered service, while the rest are either under different stages of construction or under
sea trials (Zysk, 2019:699). According to the Defence Ministry’s plans, the building of these
Borei class submarines should be completed by 2020 (Laruelle, 2014:122). As Zysk argues, the
shipbuilding program is one of the few likely to be completed by the announced timeframe
(Zysk, 2019:699). Russia is also building new nuclear-powered attack submarines of the Yasen
class, the Akula-class and the Oscar-class. These programmes have, in contrast to the SSBNs,
been affected by delays (Zysk, 2019:699; IHS Markit, 2018:26-28). The submarines in the
Barents Sea region have created a high concentration of sea-based strategic nuclear weapons.
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More than 55 percent of these nuclear warheads, which constitutes to 416 of a total 752, are
carried by Russian SSBNs based on the Gadzhiyevo on the Kola Peninsula. The rest of the
Russian SSBNs are said to be located in Kamchatka, in the eastern part of the Russian Arctic
(Podvig & von Hippel, 2017;Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:305).
In addition to the submarines, the Northern Fleet also operates with 38 surface combatants.
Among these are well-maintained principle surface ships, including Russia’s only remaining
aircraft carrier (“Admiral Kuznetsov”), a nuclear cruiser, and six destroyers (IHS Markit,
2018:13). These warships are ocean-going, meaning that they are capable of operating at long
distances. Like the Russian submarines, the surface ships have been undergoing modernisation.
To exemplify, the Russian aircraft carrier is currently undergoing a long refit. According to the
Head of the United Shipbuilding Corporation, Alexei Rakhmanov, the modernisation of the
aircraft carrier will be completed in 2020 and tested in 2021 (Ria Novosti, 2019b). Plans have
been made to construct new aircraft carriers (Ria Novosti, 2019a).
Efforts are also made to supplement the Northern Fleet ’s aging inventory of surface combatants
with smaller and more modern vessels, such as the new Admiral Gorshov-class frigates. Like
the submarines, these frigates will also be equipped with cruise missiles. Additionally, there are
plans to build a new generation of destroyers for the Northern Fleet, known as the Lider class.
These Lider class vessels will be nuclear powered and armed with more than 60 cruise missiles
each (Ria Novosti, 2017a). The design of this class was approved by the Russian defence
ministry in 2017 and planned to enter service in 2025 (Nilsen, 2017b; Åtland & Kabanenko,
2019:306). The Russian authorities have also emphasised that a number of submarines and
surface combatants with increasingly sophisticated weapons systems will enter into service with
the Northern Fleet in the coming years (Ministry of Defence, 2020).
Air capabilities and air defence:
Russia’s air capabilities in the Barents Sea region are mainly provided by the Northern Fleet ’s
naval aviation forces, which since February 2013 have been patrolling on a permanent basis
(IHS Markit, 2018:10). The fleet operates with Tupolev Tu-142 “Bear” anti-submarine warfare
aircraft (ASW), Ilyushin Il-38 maritime patrols aircraft and Ka-27 helicopters (Nilsen, 2020).
The majority of these aircraft cannot operate outside the Russian zone in the Arctic. However,
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a number of the two aforementioned aircraft are categorized as long-range aviation LRA5 and
are thus capable of long-distance operations (Klimenko,2016:21; Wezeman, 2012:9). As the
Tu-142 and Illyushin-38 aircraft were designed in the1960s and are considered outdated, there
have according to the military expert Dimitry Boltenkov been plans to update the fleet’s antisubmarine aircraft since the 1990s (Lavrov, 2020). However, it was not until January 2020 that
the Head of the Ministry of Industry and Trade, Denis Manturov, announced plans for the new
Tu-anti-submarine aircraft that aim to keep the enemy submarines away from Russian shores
in peacetime (Nilsen, 2020; Lavrov, 2020).
In addition to the plans to modernise the LRA aircraft, Russia aims to modernise a set of other
aircraft in the region as well. For instance, the Russian Ministry of Defence announced to add
two squadrons of the MIG-31 combat aircraft and 20 new ship-borne MiG-29K fighters to the
Barents Sea region (Klimenko, 2016:21; Ramm & Kozachenko, 2019). These fighters are
almost completed and some have already been deployed at the Rogachevo Air base on Novaya
Zemlya and the air base near Tiksi in 2018 (TASS, 2015; Zysk, 2019:699). The modernisation
of these aircraft is increasing both tempo and scope of military operations, aiming to form a
core component of a wider strategic deterrence capability. Additionally, Russia has developed
new airfields on Alexandra Land Island of the Franz Josef Land archipelago. Since 2014, Russia
has reconstructed a total of 19 airfields in the Arctic (Interfax, 2019). In the coming years,
Russia expects to deploy a new air defence division. These planes were announced by the
Northern Fleet commander Nikolai Evmenov in 2018 (Ibid). Furthermore, new satellite
pictures reveal that Russia continues to reactivate and expand its military bases in the Barents
Sea region and is pushing ahead with vast military and economic build-up (Humpert, 2019).
In December 2015, the 45th Army of the Air Force and Air Defence division of the Northern
Fleet was created in order to strengthen its air control system (Ria Novosti, 2016a). The
regiment was armed with the S-300 anti-aircraft defence missile system, which is capable of
striking the enemy within a radius of several hundred kilometres (Ministry of Defence, 2015).
Units and anti-aircraft missile regiments equipped with the same missile system have also been
deployed on Novaya Zemlya, Franz Joseph Land, Severnaya Zemlya and new Siberian Islands
(Ministry of Defence, 2016; Interfax, 2016). In 2016, the regiments in Kola Peninsula and Tiksi

5

Russia´s Long range aviation (LRA) is armed with strategic and long-range bombers and constitutes a
component of Russia’s Strategic Nuclear Forces (Ministry of Defence, n.d.-a)
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were armed with the newer S-400 system, which is a Russian-made long/medium-range
surface-to-air missile system designed for dealing with all current and developing aircraft and
aerospace-launched weapons (Tass, 2015b). Additionally, the Russian units in the Barents Sea
region have also been equipped with the missile complex Rubezh, the Pansir-S1 artillery
complex, and surface-to-air missiles (SAM) (Staalesen, 2018; Klimenko, 2016; IHS Markit,
2018:10). These systems were deployed in order to ensure security and operational
effectiveness of its naval, air and ground forces in the Barents Sea region (Åtland & Kabanenko,
2019:305).
To bolster Russia’s air defence, the country has installed aircraft control posts and radiotechnical, radar and space surveillance units in all of the stations in the Arctic along the
Northern Sea route from the Kola Peninsula to Anadyr, and all the way to Cape Schmidt in the
East (Tass, 2015b). Russia’s air forces will further be supported by 10 new radar stations under
construction for tactical overview and an early warning system in the Barents Sea region, since
the radar density in the region is extremely low (Rossiyskaya Gazeta, 2014; (Zysk, 2019:700).
For the time being, Russia is developing a system of “Arktika” satellites to enhance surveillance
of the natural environmental and human activity. The satellites can perform remote sensing
showing natural resources, ice thickness, temperatures, search and rescue capability,
communication, navigation and weather forecast. However, the creation and launch of the
satellites have according to the Russian General Director of the Lavochkin system development
company, Sergey Lemeshevskii, been delayed due to US technological sanctions on Russia
(Cheberko, 2015).
Ground forces:
Although Russia’s main focus has primarily been on the air and maritime domains in the
Barents Sea region, Russia has in recent years also intensified efforts aimed at strengthening
their domain on land. Since December 2012, the 200th motorised infantry brigade in Pechenga
in Murmansk Oblast has become a part of the Northern Fleet (RIA Novosti, 2012). In 2015,
the first 80th Independent Motorised Rifle Brigade was deployed in Alakurtti in the Murmansk
Oblast, 50 km from the Finnish border (Ria Novosti, 2015). These brigades are currently limited
to the Western parts of the Arctic, mainly in the Barents Sea region, but there are also plans to
establish brigades in Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Okrug which have not been realized thus far
(Zysk, 2015a:77; Klimenko, 2016:22). Hence, in addition to the new brigades, the Barents Sea
region already fields the infantry brigades of the 61st Naval Infantry Brigade and 536th Fleet
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Costal Missile and Artillery Brigade. These forces have been equipped with modern missile
systems, military hardware for harsh climate conditions and vehicles such as army quads,
snowmobiles and track carriers (Zysk, 2019:701). The most recent development is the alreadydeployed Bal mobile coastal missile system, which is located 70 km from the Norwegian border
(Nilsen, 2019).
Moreover, Russia has also focused on developing a network of interconnected military bases
throughout the Barents Sea region. One of the first such major facilities was the Arctic Trefoil
(Arkticheskii Trilistnik). The construction of this base started in May 2007 but was delayed
several times due to economic limitations. It was not until 2015 that the government paid
attention and finally completed construction (Gundarov, 2015). Similar military bases are
expected to appear across the region in the near future. In December 2017, the Russian defence
minister Sergey Shoygu announced that Moscow had completed the construction of all planned
military infrastructure in the Barents Sea region (Ria Novosti, 2014a). As specified in the
ministry’s website, the infrastructure (primarily on Kotelny Island, Alexandra Land, Wrangel
Island and Cape Schmid) has in the past five years expanded by 700 000 square meters. It now
includes 425 objects and fields with more than 1000 military personnel, special weapons and
equipment (Ministry of Defence, 2017b). Furthermore, Russia began prioritising the protection
of the Northern borders by strengthening its border service6 following several withdrawals after
the end of the Cold War (Klimenko, 2016:15; Naumov & Kulikov, 2011). According to Head
of the Border Guard Service, Vladimir Pronichev, the plan was to establish 20 new border posts
in the Arctic, including in the Barents Sea region (Antoshko, 2012). The authorities also
intended to establish a system for communication and navigation, including an extensive coastal
defence infrastructure for both military and civilian purposes (Ria Novosti, 2012; Zysk,
2015b:446).
As part of a federal programme initiated in 2012, Russia aimed at opening a new FSB base in
the Barents Sea region (in Murmansk) which was integrated into the JSC in 2014. The
construction started in 2016 and was successfully completed in 2018 (Tass, 2018; Rossiyskaya
Gazeta, 2013). In 2019, Russia continued to open new bases and thus new opportunities for
additional operations with an increased scope and scale in the region (Staalesen, 2019). By

6

The Russian authorities have strengthened its Federal Security Service (Federalnaya Sluzhba Bezopasnoti,
FSB) and its Border Guard (Federalnaya Pogranichnaya Sluzhba, FPS).
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increasing the activity, the Deputy Head of the FSB West Arctic Border Division, Mikhail
Karpov, made it clear that “they will spend more time in this region to protect the legitimate
interest of Russia in the Arctic Zone” (Ibid).

4.1.2 Increasing the number and complexity of military exercises
Another important measure suggested in the documents was to increase the number and
complexity of Russia’s military exercises and thus its presence in the Barents Sea region. In the
past ten years, Russia has dramatically increased its military activity in the Barents Sea region
and has maintained a comprehensive sea, air, and land presence. In August 2007, the Russian
government resumed long-range bomber patrols in the Barents Sea region and notably
increased its military activity after a fifteen-year long pause (Cenciotti, 2007; Zysk, 2011:86).
The remarkable increase in exercises included regular aircraft surveillance patrols by Russia’s
long-range and support aircraft, which patrolled the international air space over the Barents Sea,
the Greenland Sea, the Arctic Ocean, the North Atlantic, and the Bering Strait (Boulègue,
2019:9; Zysk, 2011:86; Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:306). To illustrate the increase in activity,
in 2006 the Norwegian Joint Headquarters (FOH) reported 14 Russian strategic bombers along
the Norwegian coast. Since 2007 and 2008, the number of identifications increased
tremendously, reaching respectively a total of 88 and 87 identifications. Since then, such
activity has been a routine occurrence. The highest activity was observed in 2018, 100
identifications were recorded. This year, up to 27th of May, 47 identifications have been
observed. (Indsetviken, Steinholt, & Budalen, 2019; QRA statistikk, 2020). That said, it is
important to mention that the figures observed by the FOH are not an accurate picture of the
total activities, as Norwegian aircraft are not always scrambled7 to identify foreign aircraft close
to its borders. Moreover, some observations of the activities remain unpublished, as they are
classified information. Hence, one should be somewhat cautious when coming to conclusions
about these activities, as the total activity might be much higher than identified (Mogen, 2016).
In addition to the activities of the air force, the activity of the Russian Navy has also been on
the rise since the end of 2007 (Blomfield, 2007; Zysk, 2011:86; Konyshev & Sergunin,
2014:91). This has been confirmed by the former Russian Defence Minister Anatoly

7

“Scramble” refers to a situation where aircraft are prepped and sent out to intercept and/or identify foreign
aircraft, flying close or closing in on a state´s airspace (Mogen, 2016).
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Serdyukov, who announced these activities in December the same year (Ria Novosti, 2007).
Nevertheless, it was not until June 2008 that the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation
(MoD) announced the resumption of the Northern Fleet ’s routine operations in the Barents Sea
region and subsequently increased its presence. The Naval activities included long-range
surface operations, using ships such as the large anti-submarines from the Northern Fleet (Ria
Novosti, 2008). Naval activity increased, not only in scope and scale, but also in operational
radius (IHS Markit, 2018:5). The activities expanded to include the coastlines of Scotland,
Scandinavia, the Mediterranean Sea, and the North Atlantic (Zysk,2011:87; Konyshev &
Sergunin, 2014a:330). By increasing their naval exercises in the Barents Sea region, the Russian
military did not hide the fact that they were increasing their naval activities in the most
strategically important areas of the world.
The manoeuvres of the Northern Fleet have been rehearsed during large-scale strategic military
exercises. Out of the military strategic exercises held by Russia – Kavkaz (Caucasus), Tsentr
(Centre), Vostok (East), Zapad (West) and Ladoga – the last two are aimed at the West
(Ekström, 2010). Three Zapad exercises have been held (in 2009, 2013 and 2017) and one
Ladoga exercise (2009). In 2009, the two exercises were held in parallel along with another
strategic exercise under a single operational plan. Subsequently, these constituted the strategic
exercise series called Osen (Autumn) (Norberg, 2018:57). This exercise aimed at improving
any military capabilities which proved to be weak during the 2008 Georgian war (Ibid). In 2013,
the Zapad exercise aimed, among other goals, at improving the interoperability of staff, and
testing advanced command-and-control systems, and new service regulations (Norberg,
2018:63). In 2017, the Zapad exercises involved organizing forces, command and control
structures, and included stopping enemy attacks and planning for a strategic operation in the
area of responsibility (Norberg, 2018:72). The increased Russian naval operations during such
exercises underline Russia’s sovereignty and military strength in the Barents Sea region
(Etterretningstjenesten, 2013:13).
In relation to the above-mentioned strategic exercises in the Barents Sea region, a number of
parallel exercises have also been observed (Norberg, 2015:33). These exercises are taking place
around the same time and create a more complex scenario (Norberg, 2015:23). A number of
similar parallel exercises have been observed in the Barents Sea region. One such exercise was
demonstrated in 2012, when Russia simulated a conflict in its southern territory during the
strategic “Kavkaz military exercise” and connected the Southern military district with the
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Northern one (Zysk, 2019:703; Norberg, 2015:30-33). The exercise included deployment of the
Northern Fleet ’s SSBN as well as its air and surface ships and enabled training for assembling,
setting up, deploying and commanding joint inter-service formations (Norberg, 2015:33). A
similar exercise was executed in parallel to the Zapad strategic exercise in September 2013 and
in 2017. These operations aimed at conflicts emerging on Russia´s western borders and
activated similar branches of the Northern Fleet (Norberg, 2015:36). In addition to the parallel
exercises mentioned above, a number of unnamed parallel exercises have been observed with
the Northern Fleet in Zapad 2013, Vostok, 2014, Tsentr 2015, Kavkaz 2016 and Zapad 2017
(Norberg, 2018:36).
In addition to these strategic and parallel exercises, several unannounced snap exercises or
surprise inspections have increased, often involving military hardware and personnel on a
regular basis in the Barents Sea region since 2013-2014 (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:20). The
benefit of these is to improve the combat readiness of Russian forces, quality checks of the
skills of its service members and evaluations of the equipment stocks and their performance.
Furthermore, snap exercises allow for military training of command and control of launching
and commanding joint inter-service operations as well as all-arms operations for naval, air and
ground forces (Norberg, 2015:41). One such snap exercise was on 13th of November 2013 in
the Barents Sea region, called the twelfth surprise inspection, which focused on anti-submarine
operations with the Northern Fleet and involved a small anti-submarine ship, naval aviation
and anti-submarine aircraft (Norberg, 2015:43; Zysk, 2019:703). Another snap exercise took
place on January 2014 and like the one in 2013, the 2014 exercise focused on anti-submarine
operations in the Northern Fleet (Norberg, 2015:49). As demonstrated, the range of combat
training in the Barents Sea region has intensified and has grown significantly. A few years later,
in August 2017 another snap exercise was held in the Barents Sea region and involved more
than 40 vessels (Ria Novosti, 2017c). In June 2018 another snap exercise was observed and
involved 36 naval vessels and 20 military aircraft (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:20). These
exercises have mainly focused on improving strategic mobility, quick reaction time and
interagency operations and indicate a sustained focus on the Barents Sea region from Russia.
The patterns of observed Russian exercises have mostly been professional with no tendencies
for serious escalation of conflict. In particular, the region is relatively shielded from hazardous
military encounters, that is “non-routine events involving military paramilitary units, not preplanned or premeditated, that carry risk of or result in loss of life, injury or material damage,
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and/or potentially lead to increased political or military tension” (Raynova & Kulesa, 2018:3).
This has been possible due to a number of agreements and open interstate communication. For
instance, the Bilateral Incident at Sea Agreement (INCSEA) adopted in 1989 between Norway
and the Soviet Union states contains rules of conduct when in the proximity of the other party’s
air and naval units (Anthony, 2019). This has in addition to the Norwegian Joint Headquarters
Skype-based communication channels with the Russian Northern fleet’s staff helped to prevent
misunderstandings and unintended escalation of incidents and episodes in the region (Åtland &
Kabanenko, 2019:306) Although no military encounters have been observed in the Barents Sea
region between 2007 and 2020, the message coming from the increased activities, is that the
Russian government is willing to maintain operational capacity around the Barents Sea region
(Boulègue, 2019:8).
Nevertheless, in recent years an increase has been observed in unusual offensive behaviour,
such as GPS-jamming,8 military exercises near NATO borders, and aircraft attack run patterns
while patrolling (Nilsen, 2018b). The first GPS-jamming incident happened in 2017, during
Russia`s quadrennial military exercise called, Zapad 2017 (Groseth & Hesla, 2018). One of
the most recent incidents was observed in December 2019, when the intelligence service picked
up a new radio interference (Johansen, 2019). Although these activities were not directed at
Norway, it still affected Norwegian civilian traffic.
In addition to the GPS-jamming, a change in Russia`s activity pattern has been observed. The
scope and scale of Russian military exercises are more extensive and provocative than before.
Exercises is held close to the Norwegian border, giving little or no notice before exercises or
testing of new weapons (Lieungh, 2018; Bakke-Jensen, 2019). Another example of offensive
provocative behaviour was observed in 2018, when Russia simulated three different attacks on
Norway (Nilsen, 2018a). Besides the simulations, Russia, during the Zapad exercise in 2017,
moved the newly developed Iskander missiles with a range of 500 km to Petsjenga region, less
than 40 km from the Norwegian border. This move indicates that Norway may be within the
range of the missile system. Although these exercises were not considered dangerous military
encounters, they have contributed to reducing trust between Russia and Norway (Bentzrød,
2018).

8

GPS jamming is a way to interfere by simply sending out a signal that overshadows another signal. This way,
communications and navigations systems are neutralised and lose their function. This act may be dangerous if
the craft that is being jammed and does not have any other function for navigation (Groseth & Hesla, 2018).
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4.2 Russian security policy in the Baltic Sea region
Russia’s security policy documents have emphasised a number of similar measures to secure
its territory and prevent threats in the Baltic Sea region as in the Barents Sea region. Hence, in
this section, I analyse these measures and assess whether these are being implemented in the
Baltic Sea region. These are categorized into two groups, that is, improving military capabilities
and increasing the number and complexity of military exercises as in the Barents Sea region
(See section, 1.1.2).

4.2.1 Improving Russia’s military capability
Unlike the Barents Sea region, the Baltic Sea region is not a basing area for strategic nuclear
weapons, thus the increase in military capabilities have mainly been of the conventional type.
Therefore, increasing conventional capabilities has raised Russian quality and quantity of its
air, sea, and ground forces, thereby expanding the range of Russian military capabilities as well
as enabling the creation of the so-called Anti-Access/Area Denial (A2/AD) zone based in
Kaliningrad Oblast (Wiśniewska et al., 2016:18). Thus, Russia has managed to make the Baltic
Sea region a A2/AD zone, which could interconnect with the A2/AD bubble already in place
in the Barents Sea region.
Nevertheless, compared to the Barents Sea region, the Baltic Sea region has not experienced
prioritisation in the past to the same degree, as there have not been any large investments in
new vessels or weapon upgrades (Oldberg, 2009:354-355; Elfving, 2016; Åtland & Kabanenko,
2019:299). This situation did not change after Russia-NATO relations started to deteriorate in
2007. In fact, during the military reform in 2008 and 2009, Russian forces in the Baltic Sea
region were cut, especially in the Kaliningrad region. In the beginning of the reform, Russia
pulled back 600 tanks, about 500 infantry-fighting vehicles and armoured vehicles (APCs), and
at least 600 artilleries from the region (Lavrov, 2016). Similarly, during the crisis between
Russia and NATO in 2014, the Baltic Sea region was once more not prioritised. Indeed, most
of the resources available from the western military district were deployed along the borders of
Ukraine, drawing attention away from the Baltic Sea region (Ibid). That being said, as in the
Barents Sea region, the improvements that took place has been related to the country’s military
command, its naval capabilities, its air capabilities and air defence and its ground forces.
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Command structure:
In contrast to the Barents Sea region, Russia’s command structure in the Baltic Sea region was
established in 2010, when the Baltic Fleet became a part of the Joint Strategic Command (JSC)
West. The JSC West was deployed in St. Petersburg naval base on Kotlin Island in the Gulf of
Finland as well as in Kaliningrad, where it is headquartered. As in the Barents Sea region, the
command has many strategic services, which include ships, naval aviation, air defence, coastal
troops, and joint means of operational, technical and logistical support. Its main task is to
protect Russia’s interests in the Baltic sea region (Ministry of Defence, n.d. ; Kaas, 2014).
Naval capabilities:
Russia’s naval capabilities in the Baltic Sea region are provided by the Baltic Fleet (BF), which
is based mainly at Baltyisk (Kaliningrad region) and Kronstadt (Leningrad region) (Åtland &
Kabanenko, 2019:299). Like the Northern Fleet, the Baltic Fleet includes both surface ships
and submarines. These vessels are, unlike the ones in the Northern Fleet, not equipped with
strategic nuclear capabilities. That being said, the Baltic Fleet’s main task is similar to that of
the Northern Fleet , to provide deterrence in areas important for Russian security (Ministry of
Defence, n.d.-a). Furthermore, in contrast to the Northern Fleet, the Baltic Fleet has not
experienced an increase in modernising its submarines. The Baltic Fleet’s two kilo class
submarines (IHS Markit, 2018:14) “Vyborg” and “Dimitrov” are both Soviet-made and have
not undergone modernisation. Only the submarine Dimitrov was under repair during 20142018. The submarine Vyborg, on the other hand, is about to be withdrawn from the Baltic Fleet
and transferred to the Patriot Park in Kronstadt. Thus, according to the naval expert Dimitry
Boltenkov, the Baltic Fleet needs more submarines. New sources have announced that Russia
will transfer the improved kilo class submarine called Alrosa to the Baltic Sea region in the
near future, thereby strengthening the Baltic Fleet. This class is the only diesel electric
submarine with a water jet propulsion and is silent when moving under water. Moreover,
modernisation of this class is expected in the coming years (Raam & Stepova, 2018). Although
some of the submarines have been modernized and others are waiting in line, it is unclear how
many of its submarines and other vessels remain operational (Murphy, Hoffman, & Schaub,
2016:8).
In addition to the submarines, the Baltic Fleet includes a number of surface ships. As of 2018,
its fleet consisted of 56 surface vessels (IHS Markit, 2018:14). Among these are a total of four
multipurpose corvettes in service and an additional six vessels are under construction (IHS
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Markit, 2018:38). The largest corvettes are of the Steregushchy class, whose missiles are
capable of striking at both land and sea with great accuracy. These corvettes have improved the
military capabilities in the Baltic Sea region (Murphy et al., 2016:8). As Kaliningrad and St.
Petersburg host some of Russia’s largest shipyards for large military ships, the Baltic Fleet has
often received the first ships in a new series for trial operations (Lavrov, 2016:7). These ships
are, in contrast to the ones belonging to the Northern Fleet, not ocean-going. On the contrary,
the Baltic Fleet is penned in a very small body of water and its utility in other regions has thus
been restricted (Ibid). Although some developments of the Russian maritime industry in the
Baltic Sea region has been observed, of all four fleets belonging to the Russian military, the
Baltic Fleet is the least prioritized. As a consequence, not much has been tangibly achieved in
the past ten years. The situation did not change even after the relations between Russia and
NATO worsened in 2007 and 2014, and the region became a potential theatre of conflict.
On analysis of Russia’s efforts to bolster its military capabilities and the distribution of its forces
assigned to the Baltic Sea region, it becomes clear that the most radical changes in recent years
were observed in 2016, when the Russian Minister of Defence, Sergey Shoygu, dismissed the
commander of the Baltic Sea Fleet, Vice Admiral Victor Kravchuk, the chief of staff, Sergey
Popov and a number of other officers (Ria Novosti, 2016b; Elfving, 2016; Åtland &
Kabanenko, 2019:299). These dismissals were caused principally by, extensive corruption,
omissions in combat training and misrepresentation of the state of the fleet in reports (Elfving,
2016; Lavrov, 2016:7). Following this event, the Chairman of the Duma’s Defence Committee,
Admiral Vladimir Komoedov announced the replacement of the smaller Tochka-U system with
the deployment of “Iskander M” short-range ballistic missiles with an operational range of up
to 500 km to Kaliningrad (Interfax, 2016a; Sukhankin, 2016; Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:299).
Being deployed in Kaliningrad, these missiles would reach NATO installations and
infrastructure in the three Baltic States, the greater part of Poland, Northwest Germany, Eastern
Denmark, and the South-Eastern part of Sweden and add to the land- and sea-based strike
systems already in place in the region ( Murphy et al., 2016:8; Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:299).
In addition to the Iskandar M missiles, Komoedov also noted that the Baltic Fleet was likely to
receive a large landing craft, Alexander Gren, and other types of advanced weaponry.
According to him, the Kaliningrad Oblast should dramatically increase its capabilities to stand
up against NATO´s threats (Interfax, 2016a; Sukhankin, 2016).
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As such, from a security policy point of view the area has to some degree been prioritised since
2016. Over the past few years, Russia has reinforced the Kaliningrad region with modern, longrange Bastion coastal defence missiles which includes supersonic Onik anti-ship cruise
missiles, new missiles corvettes armed with long range Kalibr Missiles capable of striking sea
and ground targets, and finally with short-range ballistic surface-to surface Iskander-M missiles
(Dalsjö et al., 2019:26; Westerlund, 2017). These missiles are offensive weapons capable of
carrying nuclear warheads. Hence, these developments give Russia more power and therefore
security in the region. In addition to the above-mentioned capabilities, Russia is also in the
process of developing and introducing missile types with a greater range.
Air capabilities and air defence:
Russia’s air capabilities in the Baltic Sea region are provided by, among other, the naval
aviation forces of the Baltic Fleet. These forces are concentrated in the 72nd naval aviation
airbase and operate with a single Squadron of Su-27 fighters, another squadron of Su-24M
tactical bombers, a squadron of SU-24 MR reconnaissance planes, An-140 and An-26
transports, and Mi-8, Mi-24 and Ka-28 helicopters (Lavrov, 2016:7).
None of the above-mentioned aircraft have recently been updated and placed in the Baltic Sea
region. As the aircraft of the Baltic Fleet have not been prioritized, their level of combat
readiness has not been particularly high (Ibid). That being said, the Ministry of Defence has
reported plans to replace the Su-27 and Su-24M/MR planes with the new Su-30SM multi-role
fighters by 2021 (Tass, 2019; Ria Novosti, 2019; Lavrov, 2016:7). In addition to the already
deployed aircraft, the Russian Military observer, Alexander Khrolenko mentioned Putin’s
announcement of the upcoming delivery of 76 new Su-57 fighters. According to him, three
aviation regiments near Kaliningrad will be fully re-equipped by 2028 (Khrolenko, 2019).
These fifth-generation jet fighters are capable of destroying all types of air targets at long and
short distances, as well as of striking enemy ground and naval targets. Additionally, the
combination of attack planes and fighter jets, as well as embedded innovative technologies
ensures a low radar and infrared signature, protecting the fighter jets from jamming (Tass,
2019a).
While rearmament of the air forces in the Baltic Sea region was making slow progress, Russia
prioritized the development of large military airfields and infrastructure in the Baltic Sea region.
Hence, in 2012 the Russian Ministry of Defence launched a major project that entailed
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upgrading the Chkalovsk airfield, the home of the 72nd naval aviation airbase located in the
Kaliningrad enclave (Lavrov, 2016:7). As part of the upgrades, the airfield’s concerted runway
has been rebuilt, adding new taxi lanes and parking lots for planes and helicopters. These
airbases have been equipped with modern communications and power lines, while radio and
lighting equipment was replaced in 2016. Additionally, there are plans to deploy a new
command and control centre for flight management in Kaliningrad (Areshev, 2016). According
to the Russian expert Konstantin Sivkov, the airfield will include Soviet period aircraft such as
medium range Il-18, Tu-134 and Tu-154, but also modernized versions such as long- range
aircraft Il-62 (Gazeta.ru, 2016).
In addition to these upgrades, in summer 2013 Russia also reopened the Ostrov Air Base in the
southern area of the Pskov Oblast, close to the Latvian border (Kaas, 2014). This airbase was
further equipped with new units. Since then, the aviation brigade has received 50 new
helicopters, including attack helicopters such as MI-8MTV-5, Mi-26, Ka,52, Mi-28N and Mi35M (Lavrov, 2016:9). In January 2014, Russia has also announced the implementation of the
33rd Independent Combined Air Regiment. This regiment is based at the Levashovo airfield
close to the St. Petersburg region. In 2016, Russia began to rearm the 105th Combined Air
Division. This division is stationed at the Besovets airfield, which is the closest air regiment to
the Baltic states (Ibid). New military projects have also been observed in Kaliningrad in satellite
pictures from 2018 where it appears that Russia has built and fortified new facilities in
Kaliningrad (Liebermann, Pleitgen, & Vasco, 2018).
As in the Barents Sea region, Russia has since 2014 stationed modern long-range air defence
systems in the Baltic Sea region. The Russian aircraft of the Baltic Fleet have been equipped
with among other things sophisticated S-400 batteries, the S-300, and Pansir-S surface-to-air
(SAM) missiles (Wiśniewska et al.,2016:17; Lavrov, 2016:8; Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:300).
Although the primary task of the air forces is to defend the Baltic Fleet, its weaponry permits it
to attack regional ground and naval units (Globe, 2018).
Ground forces:
The most significant development observed in the Baltic Sea region is Russia’s build-up of its
ground forces (Danish Intelligence Service, 2016:11). Russia has taken initiatives toward
strengthening the ground forces in 2014 with the creation of 1st Tank Army, which has
significantly sharpened the region’s military profile. In 2016, Russia added three new divisions
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to its ground forces. These divisions are today fully combat capable (Danish Intelligence
Service, 2016:16; Westerlund, 2017). As the Baltic Fleet, which was given control over all the
Russian ground forces in Kaliningrad region, has proved unable to organize a proper system of
command, the region experienced a systematic change in 2016. Russia placed a new 11th Army
Corps Command in Kaliningrad to improve coordination between the ground forces’ units
(Lavrov, 2016:6). By 2017, Russia’s ground force in Kaliningrad included three fully manned
combat brigades – one elite naval infantry brigade and two motor rifle brigades (Sergunin,
2019:37). These events are considered to be the largest reorganisation and deployment in the
western district in the past ten years.
As for Russian ground forces in the St. Petersburg region, the core of the current assets is made
up of the 6th Combined Services Army. The 6th Army includes two separate motorized rifle
brigades, one in Luga (about 70 miles from Estonia), and the other in Kamenka (North of St.
Petersburg, around 140 miles from Estonia) (Harris & Kagan,2018:12). Furthermore, Russia
has also strengthened its Border Guard Units, as they did in the Barents Sea region. Since 2009,
the country has payed special attention to the main maritime transport communications in the
Baltic Sea (Mikhailov, n.d.) and a special role is played by the FSB and FPS, which is said to
be in charge of the region’s counter-intelligence protection and governmental special
communications (Wiśniewska et al., 2016:18). These services, along with the Russian military,
upholds Russia’s interests in the Baltic Sea region.

4.2.2 Increasing number and complexity of military exercises
As in the Barents Sea region, measures suggested to ensure security are associated with the
military exercises in the Baltic Sea region. Compared to the Barents Sea region, the Baltic Sea
region has not experienced a resuming of long-range bomber patrols or an increase in aerospace
activity in the Baltic Sea region in 2007. However, in 2011 the strategic patrol operations
expanded to include the Baltic Sea region. Since then, Russia has routinely conducted several
strategic bomber flights over the Baltic Sea region and thus increased military patrols and
exercises in this region (Tracz, 2015:31; Efterretningstjeneste, 2014:15). In addition to strategic
bomber patrols, activities throughout 2014 also involved tactical flights by combat aircraft over
the Baltic Sea (Danish Intelligence Service, 2015:20). There are unfortunately no data on how
much flight activity increased prior to 2014, but the Danish Intelligence Service argued that the
observed increase was in parallel with the exercises conducted by the Russian military. Air
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activities after 2014, on the other hand, have documented an increase from 47 to 140 in 2014.
In 2015, this activity continued to increase and reached a peak of 160 identifications before
declining to 110 identifications in 2016 (Danish Intelligence Service, 2016:16; Sharkov,
2017). This activity continued to remain high in 2017 and 2018 (Efterretningstjeneste,
2018:23). Even though some flight patterns were familiar (increased during military
exercises) and the increase has stabilised, the Danish intelligence service argued that it is
likely that Russia will periodically increase its combat aircraft activities over the Baltic Sea and
its proximity to NATO member states (Danish Intelligence Service, 2015:20).
Since 2007, a major upsurge in Russian naval exercises in the Baltic Sea region has been
observed, just as in the Barents Sea region. The readiness, mobility and proficiency of the
Russian forces in the Baltic Sea region are gradually being improved through, among other,
regular strategic exercises. Russia’s exercises toward the West span from the Barents Sea region
and all the way to the Baltic Sea region. Thus, the strategic exercises concerning the Barents
Sea region such as Zapad and Ladoga have also included the Baltic Sea region (Norberg,
2018:36). For instance, the second phase of the Zapad 2017 exercise involved organising
Russia’s ground forces in strategic areas such as Belarus, Western Russia and the Baltic Sea
area. These ground forces were used in different tactical-level episodes for carrying out defence
manoeuvres and a transition to an offensive operation to rout the enemy (Norberg, 2018:72).
As in the Barents Sea region, a number of parallel exercises have been observed (Norberg,
2015:33). One such exercise was demonstrated in 2011 when the combined Russian-Belarusian
operational exercise Schit Soiuza (Union Shield) overlapped in both time and space with the
strategic exercise called Tsentr 2011 (Norberg, 2015:29; Norberg, 2018:61). The exercise
included 7000 Russian and 5000 Belorussian service members, a large quantity of equipment,
armoured infantry fighting vehicles, armoured personnel carriers, and artillery pieces as well as
aircraft and helicopters (Norberg, 2015:30). Just as in 2011, Russia and Belarus have conducted
another Shchit Soiuza operational-level exercise in parallel with Russia’s annual strategic
Tsentr in Central Asia (Norberg, 2018:68).
In addition to the strategic and parallel exercises, Russia have conducted several snap exercises
in the Baltic Sea region as well (Danish Intelligence Service, 2016:16). One such snap exercise
was on the 5th of February 2014, called the 5th snap exercise took place and aimed at accessing
and verifying the ability of units to go to a higher readiness level, as well as the standby units’
ability to carry out core role tasks. The inspection covered command and control structures,
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units from the fleet’s coastal defence forces, surface and landing ships, supply ships and naval
aviation (Norberg, 2015:49). Two weeks later, the biggest snap exercise began in the western
military district and included the Baltic Fleet. This training enabled all services to practise all
weapon operations as well as joint interservice operations (Norberg, 2015:49-50). As the
military training near Russia’s western borders included both the Northern and Baltic Fleet s,
the increase in exercises was demonstrated in both regions. However, the Northern Fleet
participated in several more and in far complex exercises, than the Baltic Fleet, where their
main activities consisted of local exercises in the eastern part of the Baltic Sea (Danish
Intelligence Service, 2015:20).
On a similar note as in the Barents Sea region, Russia has created new patterns of provocative
activity in the Baltic Sea region. Although these events have been evident in the Barents Sea
region, the activity in the Baltic Sea region stands out in number and intensity. To exemplify,
during the Zapad exercises in 2009 and 2013, Russia simulated nuclear attacks on both Poland
and Sweden. This exercise scenario was offensive and tainted the already complicated relations
between Russia and the countries bordering the Baltic Sea. The first scenario in 2009
demonstrated Russia’s strength and attempt to intimidate Poland into cancelling any
cooperation with the US concerning the issue of European missile defence system (Mcdermott,
2011).The second simulation conducted in 2013 was an attempt to send signals to Finland and
Sweden about the consequences of collaboration with the US and NATO, and that they should
remain neutral (Oliphant, 2016). One of the latest simulations in the Baltic Sea region happened
in January 2018, this time toward Denmark. With this simulation, Russia demonstrated its
ability to intervene in NATO supply routes in the event of a crisis (Danish Intelligence Service,
2018:24).
In contrast to the Barents Sea region, several military encounters have been observed in the
Baltic Sea region since 2014. This is confirmed by the European leadership network (ELN),
which observed several incidents where Russian military behaviour risked sparking a military
or political conflict between Russia and the West. Among the military encounters observed in
the Baltic Sea region, three were classified as “high risk” and eleven as “serious risk” (Frear,
Kulesa, & Kearns, 2014:2-6). To illustrate the documented encounters, the ELN list of 2014
has included Russian intercepts and violations of the airspace of Estonia, Finland and Sweden,
a suspected Russian submarine incursion into Swedish territorial waters, a near miss collision
between a Russian reconnaissance aircraft and a Danish commercial airline, and the abduction
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and illegal Russian detention of the Estonian security service operative Eston Kohever from
Estonian territory (Frear et al., 2014, Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:300-301). With these
aggressive activities, Russia has shown that the Russian military aim to deter NATO countries
from increasing their military presence in the Baltic Sea region. In short, Russia wants to
demonstrate its desire to keep its military superiority in the region.

4.3 Summary
The aim of this chapter has been to identify and compare Russia’s security policy in the Barents
and Baltic Sea regions. Although Russia has had the same objective to improve its military
capabilities and increase the number and complexity in both regions, the analysis has shown a
number of differences in Russian security policy between the regions. Among the differences,
there are two that stand out.
First, there is a difference in the degree of improved military capability between the two regions.
Russia has, since the beginning of its military reforms in 2008, focused on improving its
military capabilities in the Barents Sea region and prioritised its nuclear capabilities in the air,
at sea, and on land. Compared to the Barents Sea region, Russia’s capabilities in the Baltic sea
region have not been prioritized to the same extent and relatively little was invested in new
military equipment. It was not until 2016 that Russia showed proper interest in the region, with
changes in the military structure and an increase in conventional capabilities with deployment
of new modern equipment, such as long-range Bastion coastal defence missiles. However, even
with this, the priority of the Barents Sea region over the Baltic Sea region remained.
Second, the discussion in this chapter has also identified differences concerning exercises.
Since 2007, Russia has stepped up its exercises and resumed its long-range bomber patrols in
the Barents Sea region. An increase in Russia’s aerial exercises in the Baltic Sea region was not
observed until 2011 and 2014. Navel activities have increased since 2007 in both regions, but
the level and complexity of the Baltic Fleet are not to the same degree as in the Northern Fleet.
Additionally, these exercises were more or less limited to the confines of the Baltic Sea region.
All in all, based on the observations in this chapter, it seems that Russia has increased its
security measures in the Barents Sea region to a far greater degree than in the Baltic Sea region
(see table 4.1). This is particularly evident in increased Russian military capabilities and more
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comprehensive military exercises in the Barents Sea Region. I will explain these differences in
Russian security policy in chapter 5.
Table 4.1: Russian security measures: similarities and differences
Barents Sea region
Military Capability

-

Russian anti-access area denial

Baltic Sea region
-

(A2/AD) in Severomorsk

Russian anti-access area denial
(A2/AD) in Kaliningrad

-

Nuclear capacity: YES

-

-

Strategic and non-strategic:

non-strategic islander missiles and

SSBNs, SSGNs, Delta IV

kalibr missiles, both able to carry

submarines, Borey class,

nuclear warheads.

Nuclear capacity: NO

submarines, Yasen class
submarines
Military exercises

-

-

Resumption of long-range

-

Air activity increased since 2011

bomber patrols in 2007. Russia’s

-

The activities of the Baltic Fleet

air activities have increased since

increased since 2007 and included

then.

Strategic, parallel and snap exercises.

The activities of the Northern

However, the increase and complexity

Fleet increased since 2007.

of these were not to the same extent as

Russia has conducted strategic,

in the Barents Sea region.

parallel and snap exercises which
has in the following years become

-

Unusual activities and military
encounters since 2014

more comprehensive.
-

Unusual activates observed
during the exercises, but no
military encounters.
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5 Explaining Russia’s security policy in
the Barents and Baltic Sea regions
While the previous chapter outlined a number of important differences in Russia’s security
policy across the Barents and Baltic Sea regions over time, this chapter will attempt to explain
these differences by connecting the empirical data with the theoretical framework presented in
Chapter 3. As this chapter will show and explain, Russia has increased its security measures
more in the Barents Sea region, compared to that in the Baltic Sea region. Although the latter
has not been prioritised to the same extent as the former in the period from 2007 to 2020, it still
has experienced an increase in its security measures, this too will be explained in the following
sections.
I will use three core propositions in geopolitical thinking, which are geopolitical characteristics,
Power and Holism, when explaining differences in Russia’s security policy in both regions. The
following sections examine whether a bifocal optic that combines the three insights from
geopolitical thinking mentioned above, can account for the empirical identifications of
differences in Russia's security policy in both regions. By explaining Russia’s security policy
with a geopolitical framework, I aim to advance the overall understanding of how geopolitical
factors affect Russian regional security policy. In the pursuit of explaining the differences in
Russian security policy, this chapter will be divided into three sections. Section 5.1 presents
geographical factors and evaluates to what extent they explain the differences in Russia’s
security policy. Section 5.2 explains differences in Russian security policy in the two regions
by presenting Russia’s threat perceptions and analysing whether these may explain the
differences. Section 5.3 explains the differences by evaluating historical experiences and their
repercussions from a holistic point of view. Lastly, section 5.4 provides a summary of the main
findings.
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5.1

First explanation: Geographical differences

One explanation for Russia’s different security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, is
the fact that Russia increased its security measures, in terms of military capabilities and military
exercises, considerably more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region, because
of the regions’ contrasting geography. Traditional geopolitical scholars such as Mackinder and
Spykman have, as mentioned in chapter 3, assessed geographical elements such as size and
location and argued that these elements grant nations a greater power projection. The
significance of these elements, however, cannot be evaluated without taking into consideration
of topography and climate. Furthermore, it can be argued that these elements correlate with
military and economic potentials. To exemplify, Tamnes and Offerdal (2014:6) have
emphasised this point, arguing that some regions attract more attention than others because they
are rich in resources and are important for land, sea and air transport, communication and
development. Thus, in this subsection I will analyse these geographical elements and evaluate
whether and to what extent these elements might explain the differences between Russia’s
security policy in the two regions.

5.1.1

Size, Location, Topography and Climate

Russia’s diverse geography might explain why it has increased its security measures more in
the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. In order to assess this explanation, I will
look at geographical elements such as size, location, topography and climate.
By looking at Russia’s territories in figure 1.1, one can easily see that Russia’s section of the
Barents Sea regions is larger in size than that of the Baltic Sea region. Furthermore, the figure
shows that the Barents Sea region is a part of the larger Russian Arctic, which stretches over
two continents and covers nearly half of the latitudinal circle. The region contains several
bodies of water, including the Barents Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the southern part of the
Arctic Ocean. The Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea are both marginal seas of, respectively,
the Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic Ocean. Moreover, the Barents Sea region is accessed through
a gap of 400 kilometres between North Cape and Bear Island and is bordered by the Norwegian
Sea in the west, Svalbard in the northwest, the Island of Franz Josef in the northeast, and finally
by the island Novaya Zemlaya in the east (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:287; Rekacewicz &
Bournay, 2005). In terms of population, roughly 2 million people live in the Russian Arctic,
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making it the largest Arctic country by population, even though this makes the region only
sparsely populated compared to other important regions in Russia (Helaniak, Turunen Eeva, &
Wang, n.d.; Kaganovsky, 2017:169), Finally, the Barents Sea region has two coastal states,
Norway and Russia, and that their economic zones are more or less equal in size (Åtland &
Kabanenko, 2019:288).
The Barents Sea regions geography as presented above with its sheer size, vast oceans, easy
access to other oceans, and desolate landscapes gives Russia a unique ability to deploy units,
perform exercises and conduct military operations. This leads to the need for increased security
measures in the region. Furthermore, the geographic location presents Russia with the shortest
route for its missiles and aerial bombers to hit potential key enemy targets in the US (Zysk,
2015b:449).
Due to its location the climate in the Barents Sea region varies from about 0 °C in the southwest
to below -50 °C in the north and northeast. However, the climate in the Barents Sea region is
changing (Matishov, Golubeva,Titova, & Sydnes, n.d.). In the past decades, large-scale changes
have been observed in atmospheric circulation associated with a widespread melting of ice
coverage and thickness, thawing permafrost, increasing temperatures, waves and costal erosion,
and unusual changing weather patterns. Observations indicate that the Barents Sea region’s
unique maritime domain and physical environment is changing faster than that of the Baltic Sea
region or any other place on Earth (Brigham, 2007:27; Zysk & Titley, 2015:169). The increased
temperature of the Barents Sea region has, along with the rest of the Arctic, been estimated to
be more than twice the global average, a phenomenon which has been called the “Arctic
Amplification”, (Francis & Vavrus, 2012:1; Johannessen & Petterson, 2008:95). By current
estimates, these changes will continue to affect the region, given the continuous emissions of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (Zysk & Titley, 2015:169).
The climate conditions observed in the Barents Sea region have affected the region’s geography
and generated new opportunities and challenges. Towns, roads, oil fields, airfields, and other
installations once built on permafrost, which is now thawing, will experience cracking and
subsidence, as documented in Norilsk (Tass, 2020; Jaycen, 2014). These developments hamper
Russia's ability to use the region for habitation, natural resource extraction, and strategic power
projection (Haldén, 2018:545). In a longer timeframe, reduced sea ice is also likely to increase
access to the region’s resources and transportation routes, thereby expanding the opportunities
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for shipping and oil extractions which need to be secured (Brigham, 2007:27; Zysk, 2016:141).
In other words, climate change represents both opportunities and challenges in the Barents Sea
region, and amplifies Russia’s need for security measures to secure their interests in the region.
The Baltic Sea regions geography on the other hand is quite different. By looking at figure 1.1,
it can be seen that the Baltic Sea region consists of the Baltic Sea, which is a marginal sea of
the Atlantic Ocean. Unlike the Barents Sea, the Baltic Sea is a semi-enclosed inland sea and
limited by mainly being accessible through the straits of Øresund, the Great Belt and the Little
Belt, also called the Danish straits. These straits are located in the southwest of the basin, which
is the primary transportation route to and from the North Sea (Bartosiak & Szatkowski,
2013:19; Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:287). The location of Denmark south-west of the basin
allows it and therefore NATO control over the primary transportation route to and from the
region, which is not advantageous to Russia. Additionally, the region has a few artificial
waterways, such as the Kiel Canal and the White Sea Canal; however, the latter can only handle
light traffic due to small passageways. Furthermore, the Baltic Sea region includes nine coastal
states, three Nordic states; Denmark, Sweden and Finland, three Baltic states; Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania, and Germany, Poland and Russia. Six of these countries are NATO members
and eight are EU members (See figure 5.1). Compared to Russia’s coastline in the Barents Sea
region, the one in the Baltic Sea region is short, and the maritime and shelf areas under Russian
jurisdiction are relatively small (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:287). In terms of population, the
Baltic Sea region is, in contrast to the Barents Sea region, densely populated by approximately
85 million people (Bergström et al., 2018:12).
Thus, the geographical differences and the fact that the Baltic Sea region is highly populated,
semi-enclosed and is much smaller in size, executing military operations and exercises is far
more challenging, compared to that in the Barents Sea region (Bartosiak & Szatkowski,
2013:22). Consequently, the Baltic Sea regions do not have the same geographical factors or
potential to warrant an increase in security to the same degree as in the Barents Sea region. This
contribute to explain why Russia increased its security measures in the Barents Sea region to a
greater extent than in the Baltic Sea region.
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Figure 5.1: An Overview of Memberships of the Northern Europe countries

Source: Created by the author of the thesis
Climate change has also affected the Baltic Sea region. In the few past decades, the melting of
ice in the Barents Sea region has had spill-over effects to other regions, including the Baltic Sea
region. This has led to extreme precipitation patterns, rising sea water levels, and storm surges.
In the short term, it will result in low-lying areas of the coastal regions experiencing frequent
floods, caused by a combination of rising sea level and severe and frequent storm surges
(Haldén, 2018:544). In the medium term, increased precipitation might cause problems for
managing wastewater and for maintaining the reserves of drinking water (Haldén, 2018:545).
In the very long term, with strong, unmitigated, climate change by current estimates it is
expected that a large melt-off of the polar ice caps will take place. This could result in the
topography of all littoral areas being altered and in permanent land-loss in heavily populated
areas (Ibid). However, the consequences of climate change are far more comprehensive in the
Barents Sea region due to the region’s size and location. Moreover, climate change does not
grant the Baltic Sea region the same military and economic opportunities as in the Barents Sea
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region. This may also help explain why Russia has prioritised its security measures more in the
Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region.
That being said, a number of aspects of Russia’s land territories in the Baltic Sea region help
explain why they also sought to increase their security measures there. Examples include the
strategic position of Kaliningrad and the Suwaki Gap. The importance of Kaliningrad in the
Baltic Sea region stems from its geographical location, its military character, and the presence
of ice-free ports (The Goverment of the Kaliningrad region, 2020; Zegota, 2017:42).
Kaliningrad is Russia’s western-most territory and borders many EU countries. Moreover,
“squeezed in” between Poland and Lithuania, it grants Russia a short route to various Baltic
state capitals. To illustrate, the distance from the Russian border to Tallinn along the main
highways is about 200 kilometres and the distance to Riga is about 210 to 275 kilometres. In
contrast, from the border of Poland to Riga it is about 325 kilometres and to Tallinn almost 600
kilometres (Shlapak & Johnson, 2016:3-4); Zegota, 2017:39). Furthermore, due to its location
Kaliningrad is used as a strategic military base in case of war between Russia and the US/NATO
(Alejandro & Nieto, 2011:467; Moses, 2004:116).
The access to the Suwaki Gap is another advantage for Russia in the Baltic Sea region. The
Suwaki Gap is approximately a 100-kilometer-wide border between Lithuania and Poland and
connects the Russian Kaliningrad exclave with Russia's long-standing ally Belarus. This gap
presents itself as a tactical advantage for Russia. In case of conflict, NATO’s ground forces
would have to cover long distances and move through the Suwaki Gap to reach the Baltic states.
They would have to move inbetween the Kaliningrad exclave and Belarus, making themselves
vulnerable to long-range artillery and flank attacks (Murphy et al., 2016:10; Shlapak &
Johnson, 2016:4; Veebel & Sliwa, 2019). This would complicate NATO’s ability to support
and reinforce the Baltic countries, considering that NATO forces would be flanked, bombarded
and exposed in a strategically unfavourable position (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:298). Thus,
geographical factors contribute to explain why it is important for Russia to increase its security
measures in the Baltic Sea region.
As size, location, topography and climate correlate with military and economic potential, the
following two sections will analyse these factors and assess whether they might explain why
Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea
region.
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5.1.2

Military potential

Military potential is an important factor for a state’s power projection and correlates with
geography. Hence, Russia’s priority of the Barents Sea region can be explained by the fact that
the Barents Sea region has kept its long-standing strategic military importance for Russia and
that in contrast to the Baltic Sea region, it fields nuclear weapons with the Northern Fleet. The
Northern Fleet, which is the largest and most modern part of the Russian navy and has the
biggest concentration of nuclear-based submarines. These nuclear-weapons constitute a part of
the few remaining symbols of Russia’s great power status on a par with the US (Zysk, 2015a:72)
The importance of nuclear weapons is emphasised in Russian military doctrines from 2010 and
2014. Both versions argue that nuclear weapons will remain an important factor for preventing
an outbreak of nuclear conflict (Military Doctrine,2010: article 16; Military Doctrine,
2014:article16. The documents assert that Russia reserves the right to use nuclear weapons in
the event of an attack on Russia or its allies or if the very existence of the state is threatened,
whether by conventional or nuclear means (Military Doctrine, 2010: article 22; Military
Doctrine, 2014:article 27). This was confirmed by Putin during a meeting in Sochi in 2018
(Arbatov, 2019). As a result, Russia's dependence on nuclear weapons has led to it placing the
highest priority on upgrading them in the state's weapons programme, where they invested as
much as 48 billion dollars (Sizova, 2019; Zysk, 2015a:73).
Furthermore, the Barents Sea region’s size and location is advantageous for Russian placement
of its nuclear weapons, due to the easy access to the world oceans, ice barriers and oceanic
topography concealing second-strike, nuclear-based submarines, a more or less unrestricted
exercise area and a proximity to potential targets such as the US (Zysk, 2015b:449). The
importance of this is further strengthened through geopolitical theory, as nuclear weapons and
other forms of technology are, according to geopoliticians such as Wu (2018:793) and Spykman
(1938:49), an integral and not an extraneous part of geopolitics. In other words, new
technological advances do not make geography irrelevant, but may alter the strategic
implication of geography.
The importance of nuclear weapons, the fact that the Barents Sea region has a central base for
Russian sea-based nuclear deterrence forces, and that the Baltic Sea region does not have this,
explains why Russia has increased its security measures in the Barents Sea region.
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Nevertheless, as Chapter 4 has showed, Russia has also increased its military capabilities in the
Baltic Sea region even without the presence of nuclear weapons, though to a lesser degree. The
reason for this might be that conventional capabilities have been less important in Russian
military strategic thinking than nuclear capabilities, and therefore not been prioritized to the
same degree. This was apparent during the financial crises in 2008 and the annexation of Crimea
in 2014, which forced Russia to adjust a large number of their programs under development,
including that of improving conventional weapons. That being said, Russian conventional
capabilities gained a more prominent role in Russian military strategy after 2014 with the
Russian military doctrine of 2014 and became a part of a wider nuclear and non-nuclear
deterrence strategy (Zysk, 2018b:4). This contributes to explain why Russia also increased its
security measures in the Baltic Sea region.

5.1.3

Economic potential

Another factor that might explain why Russia increased its security measures more in the
Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region has to do with the two regions’ different
economic potential (Zysk, 2011:96) (Lindholt, n.d.:27). In this thesis, the economic potential
will be measured by the amount of available resources and the potential for increased global
shipping trends through maritime transportation routes.
Resources
By analysing Russian resource reserves in the Barents Sea region and the Baltic Sea region, I
found that there is a difference in the magnitude of hydrocarbon9 resource reserves which
affects the two regions economic potential. This difference might explain why Russia increased
its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. The
difference in magnitude of hydrocarbon potential in both regions have been documented by the
US geological survey (USGS). According to the USGS estimates of 2008, the Arctic region
holds 90 billion barrels of oil, 1.669 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 44 billion barrels of
natural gas liquids that remain undiscovered (Bird et al., 2008). This amounts to 22 percent of
the undiscovered global resources, including 30 percent of undiscovered natural gas and 13
percent of the oil resources (Kirby et al., 2009.1175; Zysk, 2016:142). Approximately 84

9

Hydrocarbon resources are often known as fossil fuels such as natural gas, oil and coal (Hanania et al., 2019).
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percent of these resources are located offshore in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of the
coastal states (Bird et al., 2008). Russia holds the greatest share of these resources, both on land
and on the shelf itself. According to Russian official sources, up to 80 percent of the country’s
known gas reserves and 90 percent of its hydrocarbon deposits are located in the Arctic, and 70
percent is located in the Barents and Kara seas (The Russian Government, 2001; Zysk,
2015:439). In addition to the gas and hydrocarbon reserves, the region is also rich on other
metals and minerals, such as nickel, copper, cobalt, gold, diamonds, apatite, etc. (The Russian
Government, 2001). These resources will be easier to access when the ice melts and might
therefore also be important for Russia’s future development. Indeed, the Russian government
perceives the region as essential for Russia’s economic, social and political future, and thus
create the need to strengthen its security to secure Russian interest in the Barents Sea region
(Zysk, 2015a:74).
The Baltic Sea region, on the other hand, does not contain the same amount of hydrocarbon
resources as the Barents Sea region. According to the USGS estimates of 2014, the volumes of
undiscovered recoverable resources in the region constitute to 282 million barrels of
conventional oil, 576 billion cubic feet of conventional gas, 1.3 billion barrels of continuous
oil, and 4.6 trillion cubic feet of shale gas (Brownfield et al., 2015). Russia also holds a smaller
share of the hydrocarbon potential in the Baltic Sea region. The total oil and gas reserves on
land and sea in for instance the Kaliningrad exclave constitute only about 49.2 million tons, and
recoverable reserves constitute about 11.7 million tons (The Government of the Kaliningrad
region, 2020). Nor is this region rich on other vital resources which is crucial for Russia’s
economy in the future. That being said, Russia’s part of the Baltic Sea region includes a number
of other less important resources, such as potassium salt, rock salt, brown coal, and amber
(Ibid). For instance, more than 90 percent of the explored global reserves of amber succinite
are concentrated in the Kaliningrad region (Ministry of Economic Development of the
Murmansk Region, 2011:87).
In summary, the difference in hydrocarbon reserves, which constitute essential sources for
Russia’s present and future economy, helps explain why Russia increased its security measures
more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region.
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Maritime transportation
In addition to differences in hydrocarbon resources, I also found that differences concerning
the maritime transportation routes affect the two regions’ economic potential differently. In the
Barents Sea region, there is a potential for developing the maritime transportation route named
the Northern Sea Route (NSR). The NSR (also called the Northern Passage) stretches from
Novaya Zemlya in the west to the Bering Strait in the east. This route is the main commercial
shipping lane for Russia in Northern Europe and an attractive alternative to current trade routes,
such as the Suez Canal in Egypt and the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa (Zysk, 2011:96).
The importance of the NSR is related to its shortening of the transit distance between major
markets in Europe and Asia as well to the expectation of increasing shipping trends due to the
region’s enormous hydrocarbon potential, the easier navigation due to the melting Arctic ice,
and other factors (Department of the Council of the Federation, 2016; President of Russia, 2000;
Tulupov, 2012; Noskov, 2018). To illustrate, the opening of the NSR on a permanent basis
could reduce the distance from Murmansk to Vladivostok (compared to going through the Suez
Canal) from 23 700 kilometres to 10 700 kilometres (Matsiong, 2019; Zysk, 2011:96-97). This
shortcut will be advantageous for Russia, who is among the actors likely to profit the most.
Furthermore, the more activity and ships passing through the NSR would necessitate an
increase in security measures to deal with the influx of ships.
However, as of today, the route is less profitable, especially if the current low oil prices persist.
To exemplify, a fall in oil prices at the end of 2014 lead to a decrease in transit cargo through
the NSR and an increase through the Suez channel (Noskov, 2018). The reason for this derives
from the fact that distance plays a lesser role when cargo ships will save time and money, with
low oil prices, than using icebreaker ships to get through the NSR. In short, despite the fact that
the NSR offers considerable shortcuts in distance, it does not yet necessary mean saving time
nor costs.
Despite the NSR not being optimal due to the mentioned conditions, the Barents Sea regions
hydrocarbon potential has bolstered cargo volume and contributed to growth in traffic in the
Barents Sea region (Borch et al., 2018:6; Humpert, 2017; Zysk, 2015b:443). In the past five
years, the number of ships ranged between 664 and 808. In 2019, a total of 801 ships requested
travelling along the NSR (The NRS administration, 2020). According to the Northern Sea Route
Administration, a total of 50 vessels had by 11th of March 2020 requested travelling along the
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NSR. Moreover, 10.7 million tons of cargo were transported along the Northern Sea Route in
2017. In 2018, it increased to 19.7 million tons and 31.5 million tons in 2019 (NSR Information
Office, 2019). According to the Ministry of transport, Russia aims at increasing the amount of
cargo to 80 million tons by 2024 (The Russian Government, 2019).
The importance of the Baltic Sea region is related to, among other, the ability to use the Baltic
Sea for purposes of energy export and maritime transportation. Energy export in the Baltic Sea
region goes through two pipelines transferring the country’s energy supplies to Europe. These
two pipelines are the major conduit for Russian energy. One of the pipelines, called the Nord
Stream, is located on the seabed between the Russian port of Viborg and Greifswald in NorthWestern Germany (Nord Stream, n.d.). A second pipeline, Nord Stream 2, is currently being
planned and will, like the first one, pass through the seabed of the Baltic Sea to the European
markets. Together with the already existing Nord Stream pipeline, the annual capacity will be
110 billion cubic meters of gas and will compensate for much of the falling gas production in
Northwest Europe (Nord Stream 2, n.d.; Murphy et al., 2016:7; Bochkarev, 2017).
The second aspect is related to the increased traffic in maritime transport. The Baltic Sea is
trafficked daily by some 2,000 vessels and almost 70 percent of Russia’s container traffic,
including the part that transits via Finland and the Baltic states, goes via the Baltic Sea (Åtland
& Kabanenko, 2019:299; Lorentzon, 2014:14). The most substantial growth is observed in the
export of crude oil and fuels due to the completion of deep-water oil terminals in Primorsk and
Ust-Luga in 2015 (Baltic Lines, 2016:6).
However, as the Baltic Sea region does not have the same economic potential as the Barents
Sea region, less emphasis has been placed on increasing its security measures to safeguard these
interests. Furthermore, the economic importance of the Barents Sea region has been highlighted
by a number of key policy documents, including a concept for Russian Socioeconomic
Development of Russia up to 2025, and the Fundamentals of state policy of the Russian
Federation in the Arctic for the period until 2035. These documents have defined both the
Barents Sea region and the remainder of the Arctic as areas of permanent strategic importance
for maintaining Russia’s interests (Zysk, 2011:95). This economic importance of the Barents
Sea region has also been frequently highlighted by the Russian authorities. Among them is the
former Russian President Dimitri Medvedev, who described the region as “Russia’s base for
natural resources in the 21st century” (Medvedev’s Speech, 2008). According to him, the
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country's economy is highly dependent on the Barents Sea region’s economic production.
About 20 percent of Russia’s GDP and 22 percent of the total Russian exports are produced in
the Barents Sea region and the rest of the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation (AZRF) (Ibid).
In 2014, the Russian President Vladimir Putin also emphasised the region’s significance and
argued that the overall oil and gas reserves in the Russian Arctic exceed 1.6 trillion tons, while
almost a quarter of all hydrocarbon resources of the entire world are found in the continental
shelfs of the Arctic (Putin’s meeting with the Security Council, 2014). Thus, one of Russia’s
ambitions is to transfer the Barents Sea region into the country’s foremost strategic base for
natural resources by 2020 and the Northern Sea routes into the main maritime corridor
connecting Asia with Europe. This development is perceived as crucial for Russia´s economic,
social and political future, as it will secure the country’s core interest, which is to regain its
power potential (Zysk, 2019:692).
To summarise, this subsection has provided a foundation for understanding why Russia has
done more to increase its security measures in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea
region, using geographical factors. Taking a closer look at the two regions’ geography, I found
that the Barents Sea region’s size, location, climate and topography gives Russia a number of
advantages not found in the Baltic Sea region. Among these advantages, is that the Barents Sea
region is well suited for strategic naval operations, has close proximity to potential targets, is
home to the strategic nuclear weapons which constitutes the backbone of Russia strategic
thinking, includes the largest number of hydrocarbon resources and contain the NSR. These
advantages alone are not decisive in regard to Russia’s decision to increase its security more in
the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region, but rather supplementing each other and
combined explain why the Barents Sea region is more important. That being said, the
geographical factors observed above are static and does not shed light on the developments in
Russian security policy, therefore, to better understand these changes, one has to consider other
factors, such as threat perceptions. Therefore, the next section will examine Russia’s threats
perceptions.
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5.2

Second explanation: Threat perceptions

The geopolitical theory outlined in chapter three suggests that states aim to increase their
security in an anarchic system filled with threats. Threats are here seen as a function of power
asymmetries. Although neither of the two regions may be conceptualized as unrestrained
anarchy, an important proposition in geopolitical thinking is that international institutions in
both regions are perceived as fluid and subject to revisions (Stokke, 2017:174). Therefore, there
are possibilities for existing threats to increase and new threats to emerge. As these threats
might differ or affect Russia differently in the two regions, they might help explain why Russia
has done more to increase its security measures in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea
region.
To assess this explanation, I will look at Russia’s security policy documents. These documents
have mapped a number of dangers and threats directed at Russia in both regions. The terms
“danger” and “threat” have been differentiated and defined in the military doctrines of 2010
and 2014. According to these doctrines, military danger (voyennaya opasnost) refers to a
situation, in inter-state or intra-state relations, characterised by a combination of factors that
can, under certain circumstances, lead to a military threat. A military threat (voyennaya ugroza),
on the other hand, is a situation in inter-state or intra-state relations characterised by a real
possibility of the outbreak of a military conflict between opposing parties and by a high degree
of readiness for a given state (a group of states) or separatist organisations to resort to military
force (Military Doctrine, 2010: article 6; Military Doctrine, 2014: article 8). That being said,
there are blurred lines between these two categories; indeed, Russian officials and Russia’s
security policy documents use military threats when referring to both dangers and threats. Thus,
this section will merge the two definitions into one category, that of military threat.
The threats considered in the documents can be divided into two broad categories: symmetrical
and asymmetrical. The symmetrical threats are state-to-state threats, while the asymmetrical
threats are threats coming from non-governmental actors.
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5.2.1 Symmetrical threats
Russia takes a broad view of its symmetrical threats, and it is clear that the West has been and
still is the focus of Russia’s threat assessments. To exemplify, Russian Security Policy
documents indicate that NATO and US activities are posing a threat to Russia10. China, which
is also counted as one of Russia’s main military threats, is not explicitly mentioned (Facon,
2017:9; Evtodieva, 2012; Zysk, 2013:6). By focusing mainly on the West, the security policy
documents indicate that Russia views Western states and organisations as the main obstacles
for the realisation of their security.
As both regions border with NATO members, Russia perceives threats related to NATO in both
the Barents and Baltic Sea Regions, albeit to a varying degree. According to the Military
Doctrine of 2010 and 2014, the symmetrical threats related to the Barents Sea region include
among other, NATO’s desire to deploy military contingents in countries contiguous with the
Russian Federation and its allies, as well as in adjacent waters, and the establishment and
deployment of the strategic US missile defence system. Other security policy documents, such
as the Security Strategy of 2009 and 2015, The Foreign Policy Concept of 2008 and 2016, the
Naval Doctrines of 2012 and 2017 and the Maritime Doctrine of 2015 have emphasised many
of the same threats. These documents have also included threats such as (1) the unresolved
nature of legal issues and the presence of the territorial claims against the Russian Federation
and its allies, including coastal territories and adjacent water areas; and (2) the desire of a
number of states to limit Russia’s access to the dwindling natural resources in the world oceans
as well as its access to vital sea transport communications.
Russia’s symmetrical threats related to the Baltic Sea region are similar to those in the Barents
Sea region. This is especially true when it comes to NATOs deployment of military contingents
in countries contiguous with Russia, and the establishment and deployment of strategic US
missile defence system. On the other hand, Russia’s threat perception in the Baltic Sea region
differs from the Barents Sea region in that they do not include threats such as competition for
dwindling natural resources and unresolved legal issues. However, a threat that is mainly
present in the Baltic Sea region is NATO’s eastwards enlargement11. The above-mentioned
threats will in the following sections be analysed in order to evaluate whether they may explain

10
11

see for instance, military doctrine 2008, 2010, Security strategy 2009(article 8) and 2015 (article 15).
See for instance article 8, military doctrine 2010; article 12, military doctrine 2014).
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why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic
Sea region, or why they increased it in both in general.
Deployment of NATO’s military contingents near Russian borders
One of the threats presented in the security policy documents is related to the deployment of
NATOs military contingents in the states bordering the Russian Federation and its allies, as
well as in adjacent waters. However, this threat is not common in the Barents Sea region. In
fact, the only incident Russia can refer to in the Barents Sea region dates from 2018, when 350
US soldiers were stationed in Northern-Norway (Malmo, 2018). This deployment has been
described as a threat by the Russian embassy in Norway, which stated that these activities raise
“serious concerns” (Ibid). In a comment posted on Facebook, the Russian embassy points out,
among other aspects, that this incident makes Norway unpredictable and might increase tension,
initiate an arms race, and lead to destabilisation of the situation in Europe (Russian Embassy in
Norway, 2018). The Russian Defence Minister Sergey Shoygu has also assessed this
deployment as problematic. According to him, NATO is strengthening its control over the
northern part of Norway, something Russia is not in favour of (Petrov, 2017a).
Hence, this threat might explain why Russia has intensified its effort to enhance security
measures in the Barents Sea region, but not why it has done so more in this region than in the
Baltic Sea region, because this threat exists in both regions and has a greater NATO presence
in the latter. To illustrate, Sergey Shoygu stated that NATO is constantly increasing the
intensity of operational and combat training near Russian borders (Petrov, 2017b). According
to him, about four battalion tactical groups, which constitutes of five thousand troops, a core
feature in Readiness Action Plan (RAP) have been completed in the Baltic countries and Poland
(Petrov, 2017b; NATO, 2017). This force is a part of a larger NATO Response Force (NRF),
which in 2017 grew to 40 thousand in the Baltic Sea region (NATO, 2017). This number of
troops is far greater compared to the 350 soldiers deployed in the Barents Sea region.
Consequently, there is a larger number of NATO’s contingents in the Baltic Sea region than in
the Barents Sea region.
However, even if NATO has deployed several more contingents in the Baltic Sea region than
in the Barents Sea region, it does not indicate that contingents are not a threat in the latter. Quite
the contrary, the deployment of US soldiers for the very first time could indicate a real threat,
and a potential escalation of arms and the number of units, and the fact that the contingents are
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deployed close to Russia’s nuclear capabilities make the threat even more severe for Russia.
This threat could, therefore, explain why Russia has increased its security in both regions, but
not why they increased the security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic
Sea region. However, Russia could consider that the number of NATO and US contingents
could increase in an escalation of arms and therefore increase their security measures to counter
this.
Deployment of the US missile defence system
A related threat presented in the security policy documents concerns the development of the
US missile defence system. This threat, as the previous one, has been observed in both the
Barents and Baltic Sea regions. To illustrate this threat in the Barents Sea region, Russia has
long accused the US and its allies of using both regions in the development of its missile defence
system. A well-known example to which the Russian authorities have referred to in the Barents
Sea region is the so-called Globus 2 radar in Vardø (Zysk, 2015a:80; Baev, 2019:27).
According to Russian authorities, this radar plays an important role in the US missile defence
system, which in combination with proximity to the Russian border makes it a threat. Russian
authorities have also warned the US and NATO about deployment of ships equipped with
“Aegis BMD”, a weapon system which is part of the US missile defence strategy (Pettersen,
2012, Vedomosti, 2017). This threat characterised many official statements.
A representative example is when the Chief of the Russian general staff, Nikolai Makarov,
stated that NATOs fleets have no place in the Barents Sea region and calling its presence a
provocation (Pettersen, 2012a). Similarly, Russian Duma deputy Vyacheslav Tetekin said it is
highly probable that the US will place four strike groups of nuclear submarines off the Russian
Arctic coast, in the Barents and Kara seas. According to Tetekin, this could mean an attack on
Russia would likely be directed at targets related to energy production and its infrastructure
(Zysk, 2015a:81). President Vladimir Putin emphasises this point and claims that US nuclear
submarines are already concentrated in the Barents Sea. In 2017 Putin estimated that missiles
from those submarines could reach Moscow in 15 minutes (Ria Novosti, 2017b). Hence, being
deployed in the Barents Sea region, these submarines are perceived by the Russian authorities
as a threat to Russia and its intercontinental ballistic missile systems as they are capable of
detecting, tracking and destroying targets in the air, at the surface and underwater in a short
timeframe. The deployment of these submarines could also give potential opponents access to
the Russian coast from international Arctic waters (Zysk, 2015a:80). Hence, Russia’s increased
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security measures in the Barents Sea region is seen by Russian authorities as a necessity to
prevent any perceived threats.
However, there is no data in Russian sources on the number, duration or schedules of the
presumed concentration of US submarines, nor is there any information about whether the
Northern Fleet is capable of dealing with these submarines. Thus, it is hard to know the extent
of this threat. Additionally, Russia’s capabilities with the Northern Fleet is generally larger
than that of NATO in the Barents Sea region, and one can only assume that the magnitude of
the Northern Fleet makes the threat of NATO submarines, not a considerable threat.
Furthermore, Russia has generally tended to draw attention to NATO and portrayed any foreign
military activities in the Barents Sea region as hostile and provocative, even when such
activities do not infringe the recognized Russian rights (Zysk, 2011:99). When it comes to the
Globus 2 radar in Vardø, it may not be perceived as a threat as the system itself has never been
a part of the US nor any other country’s missile defence systems (Norwegian Armed Forces,
n.d.)
Hence, this threat, like the previous one, cannot explain why Russia has done more to increase
its security measures in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. The reason is that
this threat is a major security concern in the Baltic Sea region as well. To exemplify, Russia
has long feared the deployment of the US missile defence systems in Eastern Europe, including
Poland. As in the Barents Sea region, Russian authorities have repeatedly accused the US and
its allies of deploying elements of such missile defence systems close to Russian-Western
borders (Interview by Putin, 2018; Petrov, 2017a). In a meeting with Russian military leaders,
Putin announced that NATO’s deployment of the US missile defence system in the Baltic Sea
region is not a defence mechanism as they claim, but rather a build-up of NATO’s nuclear
capabilities (Tass, 2016a). According to the Russian President, these defence systems include
five cruisers and 30 destroyers (Interview by Putin, 2018). Deployed in the Baltic Sea region,
these systems will as in the Barents Sea region be targeting Russia’s strategic nuclear forces
and could complicate retaliation if most of Russia’s strategic nuclear forces were to be
destroyed by a first strike (Kuvaldin, 2016). Russia’s Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov,
supported this view arguing that Russia has a negative attitude toward NATOs activities close
to Russian borders (Tass, 2016b). The Russian Minister of Defence, army general Sergey
Shoygu, argued on this behalf. According to him, Russia will take measures to neutralise
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emerging threats referring to NATOs deployment of the US missile defence systems close to
its borders (Kommersant, 2019). As such, Russia has in the past decade through this threat,
legitimised their increased security measure in the Baltic Sea region.
That being said, on one hand, since the deployment of the elements of the US missile defence
system is present in both regions, and even if these are more comprehensive in the Baltic Sea
region, any threat perceived from a Russian perspective is considered more severe in the
Barents Sea region due to its proximity to Russian nuclear capabilities. On the other hand, a
fully deployed missile defence system in either of the regions would have the ability to strike
at the Northern Fleet

or other strategic targets with long-range missiles, thus making the

previous statement obsolete. In other words, these weapons systems would have the ability to
strike at Russian nuclear targets and complicate retaliation (Kuvaldin, 2016).
Thus, this contributes to explain why Russia has increased its security measures in both regions,
but not why they have increased it more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region.
However, as an afterthought taking Russian statements about its threat assessments as an
absolute, could lead to a false conclusion. Considering Russia could have a similar or an even
greater military presence in both regions, it could be part of Russian rhetoric to justify increased
Russian presence. Thus, Russian sources should be evaluated with provisions in a critical
fashion.
Unresolved legal issues and territorial claims
Another threat observed in the security policy documents concerns the unresolved legal issues
and territorial claims. After a review of Russia’s threats, it becomes clear that there are a number
of unresolved issues and overlapping territorial claims in the Barents Sea region, which might
increase Russia’s threat perception.
One such legal issue is related to the conflicted position and view on the legal status of the
maritime zones as specified in the Svalbard treaty of 1920.12 Norway maintains that the sea bed
of the Svalbard archipelago is part of the Norwegian mainland continental shelf, meaning that
Norway has coastal state jurisdiction and exclusive rights to the natural resources. In contrast,
12

The treaty granted Norway unquestionable sovereignty over the Svalbard archipelago and at the same time
gave 40 states including Russia the right to undertake economic activity on the archipelago (Pedersen, 2008:236;
(Zysk, 2019:695).
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Russia and more than 40 other states disagree and assert that the same treaty guarantees
nationals of all contractive parties’ equal rights to the maritime resources (Pedersen, 2008:236241; Zysk, 2019:695). The lack of agreement on this issue entails serious implications for the
establishment of a regime regulating the waters around the archipelago. Several incidents
between the Norwegian Coast Guard and Russian tourists have been documented, and similar
future occurrences could escalate into a conflict. This situation is especially sensitive
considering that Norway is part of NATO, and the Svalbard archipelago is therefore covered
by Article V of the North Atlantic Treaty (Zysk, 2019:695). The Russian Ministry of Defence
has argued that the Norwegian Svalbard policy could be a source of conflict that might lead to
war (Georgievich, Safronov, & Kozlov, 2017; Nilsen, 2017c). In February 2020, Russia issued
a clear warning that they are not satisfied with the restrictions Norway has imposed on Russian
use of helicopter and Russian business opportunities on Svalbard (Trellevik, 2020).
A second unresolved issue is related to the deliberations of the UN Commission on the Limits
on the Continental shelf (CLSC), where coastal states claim an expansion of their continental
shelf. These expansions include the seabed under the North Pole, where overlapping claims
have been made by Denmark and Canada on one hand, and Russia on the other (Zysk,
2016:149). Russia claimed an expansion of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles for
the first time in 2001; however, as the application was rejected due to lack of substantiation,
the country resubmitted the application in 2015 (CLCS, 2015; Zysk, 2019:694). The matter at
stake involves a territory exceeding 1.2 million square kilometres (km) in the Barents Sea, the
Sea of Okhotsk, the Bering Strait and the ice-free waters of the Arctic Ocean, which Russia
views as its sovereign possession (Golts, 2011:47). No conclusion has been reached about these
claims. If the claims were to be granted, it would mean an approximated total of 4.9 million
tons of oil. It is therefore essential for Russia to gain rights beyond their 200 nautical miles
(Zysk, 2019:694).
Finally, the third issue found is the legal status of certain parts of the NSR and pressure towards
its vulnerable maritime activities have also been perceived as a threat. Russia considers the
NSR passage to go through Russian waters and defines it as a national transportation route
under Russian jurisdiction (Zysk, 2010:107)13. In 2012, Putin signed the law of “Amendments

13

These claims are based on article 234 of the UNCLOS which gives coastal states authority to develop and
administer special non-discriminatory laws and regulations for vessels’ activity in ice-covered waters beyond the
international rules and standards (UNCLOS, n.d.).
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to the legislation on state regulation of merchant shipping rules for the NSR”, a law which gives
Russia control over passages of world trade and commerce in accordance with Russia’s
jurisdiction and clarifies the definition of the passage, its legal status and rules for shipping
(President of Russia, 2012). According to the new law, Russia’s control over the Northern Sea
Routes includes passages through straits in and between the Russian archipelagos (Zysk,
2016:151). The US see these straits as international waters and thus as subject to international
law (Gudev, 2018). Due to this unresolved issue, many experts are confident that in the coming
years, the region will become an arena of confrontation (RIA Novosti, 2019). This was
expressed by the Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Navy, Admiral Viktor Chirkov in 2014
who argued that “the polar regions can potentially be used to create new threats for the entire
territory of the Russian Federation” (Banko, 2014).
Considering that these threats mainly concerns the Barents Sea region and not the Baltic Sea
region and that some of these unresolved legal issues may turn into a conflict, they might help
explain why Russia increased its security measures more in the first region. Because these legal
issues can be resolved by either bilateral or multilateral agreements through for instance the
Arctic Council (AC), they are expected to be resolved in a peaceful manner and without
resulting into a conflict. One example of a resolved issue is the delimitation of the maritime
borders in the Barents Sea between Norway and Russia in 2011 (Utenriksdepartementet,
2011:79; Henriksen & Ulfstein, 2011:1-2). This would indicate that these threats, such as legal
issues and territorial claims, are not currently a valid reason for Russia to prioritise the Barents
Sea region.
Nevertheless, according to geopolitical theory, where international institutions are perceived as
fluid and subjective to revisions, it could lead to situations where they would not be able to
mediate or solve legal issues. Which again could lead to conflict and therefore should be
considered a threat to Russia. If this is so, unresolved issues could be a potential threat in the
future. Hence, even if Russia in reality, do not face such threats in the Barents Sea region in the
present, they could still use this threat to legitimise an increase in their security measures (Ria
Novosti, 2014b).
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Competition for the dwindling natural resources
Another threat observed in the security policy documents, is the increased international
attention on the dwindling natural resources. As the previous threat, this one has also only been
observed in the Barents Sea region. Since early 2000, the international interests driven by the
discussion on climate change and the competition for dwindling natural resources in the region,
has contributed to a widespread perception that Russia must strengthen its security in the region
to protect its future economy (Zysk, 2019:688-689). Thus, a major focus of security threats in
the Barents Sea region is related to the desire of a number of states and nongovernmental
organisation to compete for access to dwindling resources. To illustrate this threat, Russia’s
national security strategy declares that:
“In a long-term perspective, international policy will focus on access to energy resources in
important strategic areas such as the continental shelf of the Barents Sea and in other regions of
the Arctic, the Middle East, the Caspian Sea basin and in Central Asia” (Strategy Security,
2009:article 11).

The document does not leave out the possibility that the use of military force can be used to
solve the problems related to the competitive struggle for dwindling resources around the world.
However, this is stated without pointing at the Barents Sea region or any of the other regions
mentioned above (Strategy Security, 2009:article 12).
The conviction that future rivalry over dwindling natural resources may cause greater tension
and pose a threat to Russia has also been voiced by a number of representatives from military
and political circles. Secretary of the Russian Security Council, Nikolai Patrushev, has for
instance assessed this concern, arguing that the competition between the Arctic states and
transnational corporations for energy resources is increasing rapidly. He claimed that other
states have already stepped up their activity in the region, including the military field. Thus, he
called for a strengthening of the Russian position to prevent other countries from driving Russia
out of the region (Filippov, 2008; Zysk, 2011:99). Similar statements were made by the Russian
authorities in the time that followed. In June 2010, the Russian President Dimitri Medvedev
claimed that there was “a growing battle for resources in the Arctic” (Medvedev’s Speech,
2008). In 2016, during a meeting with the Russian ambassadors and permanent representatives
abroad, Putin claimed that the situation in the world is becoming less predictable. He further
claimed that the “…competition [between states] is increasing due to influence and
resources…” (Ria Novosti, 2016c). This rivalry might become one of the most important
challenges in Euro Atlantic security by 2030 (Kolesnichenko, 2009).
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Hence, it is fair to say that increased international attention, combined with a growing demand
for oil and gas, dwindling natural resources and climate change, will continue to open the region
to economic activity. As a response, it is likely that Russia will continue to strengthen its
security measures. On the other hand, the statements should not be exaggerated, since 95
percent of the resources are already located within the national jurisdictions of the Arctic states
(Klimenko, 2016:14). The probability of a conflict in the Barents Sea region is therefore small.
That being said, even if all the resources are already located within national jurisdictions, one
must assume that Russia still need to increase its security measures to protect the extraction and
use of the resources in their own territory. Thus, dwindling resources could contribute to explain
why Russia has increased their security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the
Baltic Sea region.
NATO’s eastwards enlargement:
A final threat observed in the security policy documents, is the discussion of NATO’s eastwards
enlargement. This threat has only been observed in the Baltic sea region. To illustrate, in recent
years Russia has worked constantly to limit any further NATO expansion eastwards and
keeping Sweden and Finland neutral. It is in Russia’s interest to prevent any development of
relations between Sweden and Finland on one hand, and between NATO and these countries
on the other (Shoygu: western threats, 2019). To illustrate, the Russian foreign policy concept
(2016: article 69) stated that Russia “respects the choice of European states that are not
members of any military alliances, these states are making genuine contribution to ensuring
stability and security in Europe”. If Finland and Sweden should decide to become NATO
members, Russia fears that NATO would gain an important strategic position in the Baltic Sea
region, which will affect not only the status quo in the Baltic Sea region, but the whole of
Northern Europe.
According to the Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov, military neutrality of Sweden and Finland
is fundamental to the security of the Baltic Sea region (Radio Free Europe/ Radio Liberty,
2017). Thus, the increased military activity and encounters in the Baltic Sea region observed in
chapter 4, may be understood as a part of Russia’s way to test the countries in the region and
its preparedness, and signal that Russia is paying attention to the developments in the region
and is against NATOs activities. Furthermore, Russia’s increased activities may be a result of
Russia being vulnerable in the region due to a higher NATO presence since 2014, the location
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and access to strategic infrastructure, the implication of change in the status quo (Sweden and
Finland joining NATO) and so on and therefore will be more disposed to actively defend its
interests. In the Barents Sea region on the other hand, as Norway is the only country bordering
Russia and already is a NATO member, this threat does not exist in the Barents Sea region.
Consequently, this threat explains why Russia increased its security in the Baltic Sea region,
but not why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region.

5.2.2 Asymmetrical threats
In addition to the symmetrical threats analysed above, Russian security policy documents have
in addition assessed a set of asymmetrical threats that might explain why Russian increased its
security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. The
asymmetrical threats are not necessarily considered hard security. However, as the FSB became
a part of the Joint Strategic Command North, which is a military command, these threats will
too be assessed in this thesis.
Among the threats concerning the Barents Sea region are terrorism, illegal migration,
smuggling of narcotics, and other forms of transnational organised crime (Strategy Security,
2009:article 10; Foreign Policy Concept, 2016:article 17). Head of the Border Guard Service
(FPS), General Vladimir Pronichev, has also directed attention to alleged problems such as
unauthorised presence of foreign ships that moved along the NSR and vessels for scientific
expeditions that may map natural resources without official permits (Pettersen, 2012; Kulikov,
2010; Zysk, 2015:446). The threats in the Baltic Sea region have been presented in the security
policy documents as similar when it comes to terrorism, illegal migration, smuggling of
narcotics, and other forms of transnational organised crime (Strategy Security, 2009:article
10;Ministry of International Affairrs, 2015; Pavlyutkin, 2019). Indicating that the perceived
threats in both regions are somewhat similar.
While the last three mentioned threats (smuggling of narcotics, illegal scientific expeditions
and oil spills) have not been covered by the media, terrorism and illegal migration have caught
the most media attention in the past few years. That said, the focus on terrorism can hardly be
justified in both the Barents and Baltic Sea regions today. Indeed, one of the few incidents the
Russian authorities refer to in the Barents Sea region is the Greenpeace protest against the
Prirazlomnaya oil platform in 2013, which the Russian authorities charged as an act of “piracy”.
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However, they eventually had to drop the charges and pay 5 million euros in compensation for
seizing a Dutch-flagged Greenpeace vessel and arresting the 30 people on board, according to
an international arbitration panel (Sterling, 2017; Greenpeace International, 2013).The other
incident reported took place in October 2018, when a 17-year-old man detonated a homemade
bomb in the FSB’s premises in Arkhangelsk, injuring three officers. Although this attack is the
most serious in the Barents Sea region, it constitutes only a small portion of the many terror
attacks that have taken place in Russia, including some of the deadliest attacks the world has
seen (Britskaya, 2018; Elgsaas, 2019:1). However, as the ice melts in the Barents Sea region
and the civilian and military activity increases. Russia fears that the easier accessibility to the
region will cause a greater chance for terrorisms and thus become an issue where Russia must
increase security measures to counteract it in the future. In the Baltic Sea region on the other
hand, no terrorist attacks occurred between 2007 and 2020. Thus, the threat of terrorism is not
currently an indication for increased security measures in either of the regions.
As terrorism, illegal migration is also not a significant threat in the Barents Sea region, except
for the migration crisis at the borders of Finland and Norway in 2015 and 2016 (Reuters, 2016).
Since then, there have not been any large numbers of illegal migrants in the Barents Sea region.
However, illegal migration in the Baltic Sea region on the other hand, has been observed quite
frequently. Many migrants are trying to use Russia as a transit country in order to get into
Europe. In 2019, Head of the Border Service of the FSB of Russia, Vladimir Kulishov, spoke
about the protection of Russian borders. According to him, the Baltic Sea region is one of the
areas along the Western borders where most illegal immigration occurs. However, the intensity
of such activities depends more on the season than on the geographical location (Egorov,
2019). Illegal migration is thus not an indication on why Russia has increased their security
measures in the Barents Sea region nor in the Baltic Sea region, as the threat is not severe
enough.
When it comes to smuggling of narcotics and other illicit goods, the Russian FSB stated that in
2009, more than 20 kilograms of cocaine were detained, while the Russian border guards seized
illegally transported goods worth more than 46 million rubles at checkpoints in the Baltic Sea
region (Mikailov, 2009). The Russian FSB have also observed an increase in illegal crossing
of the state border with various types of vessels. Which is one of the most common types of
threats in the region, due to illegal activities in the field of marine fishing and smuggling of
seafood. In 2009, more than 130 attempts to violate the state border were observed in the Baltic
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sea region (Ibid). In the same year, the border authorities inspected over 30 thousand vessels,
detained more than 180 vessels, and found about 1000 tons of illegal fishery products. In the
Barents Sea region on the other hand such threats are yet not found. However, this may increase
in line with climate change, which may grant opportunities to more activities in the region.
As seen above, none of the aforementioned asymmetrical threats explain why Russia increased
its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. As these
threats were so few and not severe enough to involve the military. However, since FSB has
been integrated into JSC North and that these threats will increase with easier access to the
Barents Sea region, Russia has used this to legitimise an increase in security measures.
To sum up, this section has discussed Russia’s threat perceptions in the Barents and Baltic Sea
regions. By analysing Russia’s threat perceptions in the time period between 2007 and 2020
and evaluating whether these threats might explain the differences in Russia’s security policy,
I end by making two observations. First, Russia has outlined a number of symmetrical and
asymmetrical threats in both regions to legitimise their increased security measures. Among the
symmetrical threats, it is clear that NATO/US has been and still is the main focus of Russia’s
threat assessments. Most of the symmetrical threats contribute to explain why Russia has
increased their security measures in both regions, but only two of the threats explain why
Russia has increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region. These are
unresolved legal issues and dwindling resources. Among the asymmetrical threats, terrorism,
illegal migration, narcotics and transnational organised crime may in the future become a real
threat, with easier access to the Barents Sea region, and thus legitimise a Russian increase of
security measures.
Second, although some of the symmetrical and asymmetrical threats are less serious than often
portrayed in the media and among some experts and academics, a number of them contribute
to uncertainty in the regions and may therefore contribute to mutual mistrust, that is, increased
militarisation of the Barents and Baltic Sea region. Hence, these threats are considered as
contributing factors for Russia to increase its security measures. The next subsection will assess
Russia’s historical experiences, its impact today and analyse whether these might explain why
Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea
region.
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5.3 Third Explanation: Historical experiences and its
repercussions
The third explanation traces the differences in Russian security measures between the Barents
Sea region and the Baltic Sea region to cross-regional differences in Russia’s historical
experiences and its impact today, with the use of holism. Holism is an element in geopolitical
thinking which is defined as how global processes shape regional politics, or as a “god’s eye”
looking down on earth as a stage for global politics. In this thesis, certain global processes
which happened during the Georgian war in 2008 and the Ukrainian crisis in 2014, will be taken
into account and evaluate how these processes had impact on both regions and whether it might
explain the differences. Hence, by using a holistic “god’s eye” view and a longitudinal
approach, this chapter may add to our understanding of Russia’s security policy in the Barents
and Baltic Sea regions and might explain why Russia increased its security measures more in
the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. Although several historical periods have
influenced, shaped and characterized Russia’s security policies in both regions, this subchapter
considers experiences from the Cold War period and up until today. Furthermore, to view
historical experiences and its impact today, this subsection is divided into two parts. The first
part analyses the historical importance of both regions, and the second section analysis Russia’s
past and present relations with different countries in the two regions.

5.3.1

The historical importance of the two regions to Russia

That Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic
Sea region might have to do with the strategic importance of the two regions. On one hand, the
Soviet Union had a strong position in the Barents Sea region, and during the Cold War it became
an arena for militarisation and military tension between the Soviet Union and NATO (Yarovoy,
2014:192). In particular, the region was subject to increased military operations as well as
deployment of strategic weapons and military bases were urgently built (Yarovoy, 2014:199).
The region’s being a primary basing area for the Northern Fleet , including the nuclear-powered
ballistic missiles and attack submarines, added to its strategic significance for Russia (Åtland,
2016:164).
The Russian strategic geographical position in the Barents Sea region after the end of the cold
war has not changed. In fact, the Barents Sea regions relevance has been strengthened as the
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dissolution of the USSR limited Russia’s access in other regions, while continuing to play a
central role in broader Russian strategic thinking (Zysk, 2015:449). The importance of the
Barents Sea region is still related to the Northern Fleet ’s nuclear submarines, which are
contributing to deterrence through second strike capabilities (Ibid). As seen in chapter 4,
minting nuclear capabilities in the region has been given top priority during the modernisation
of the Russian defence. Accordingly, the region’s issues are among the most topical questions
on the political, economic and societal agendas in Russia (Yarovoy, 2014:192).
On the other hand, after the second world war, the Soviet Union annexed Kaliningrad,
reoccupied the three Baltic states, which were then forcefully integrated, and signed the Warsaw
pact with seven other eastern bloc socialist republics, including Poland and East Germany in
1955 (Alejandro & Nieto, 2011:466; Pedro, Manoli, Sukhankin, & Tsakiris, 2017:10).
Combined with the neutrality of Finland and Sweden, led to significant advantages and a full
conventional superiority over NATO for the Soviet Union in the Baltic Sea region. The red
navy chief Admiral Kuznetsov even called the region Russia´s “mare nostrum” – our sea (RIA
Novosti, 2019; Pedro et al., 2017:10). At the end of the cold war and the subsequent dissolution
of the Soviet Union in 1991 however, the geopolitical map of the Baltic Sea region changed
and severed Kaliningrad from the Russian mainland and altered the strategic advantage of the
region for Russia (Murphy, Hoffman, & Schaub, 2016:11).
The reason for this is that the Russian coastline became significantly shorter than that of the
Soviet Union. Moreover, the three Baltic states and Poland became members of NATO. These
events changed the security situation in the region and affected Russia’s possibilities
accordingly (Pedro et al., 2017:10). This led the Baltic Sea region to become less important and
strategic advantageous from its previous state during the cold war to its current state today.
Even if the current state is worse than that during the Soviet Union period, the region still retains
an important and central role in Russian security in the Baltic Sea region, as shown in chapter
4. Finally, the continued importance and military strategic relevance of the Barents Sea region,
compared to the Baltic Sea region, explains why Russia has increased its security measures in
the former.
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5.3.2 Historical relations between Russia and its regional neighbours
Another relevant factor is Russian historical relations with its neighbouring countries in the
regions. In the Barents Sea region, Russia is bordering Norway and despite the fact that Norway
is a NATO member, the relations between Russia and Norway have historically been peaceful.
The two countries have never been at war with each other and their border remains unchanged.
To illustrate this, even when the county Finnmark in Norway was liberated from the Nazi
occupation by the Soviet at the end of The Second World War, their forces withdrew from
Norwegian territory. This created good and stable neighbourly relations, especially at local
levels (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:303).
However, during the Cold war, local interaction across the border stagnated, and the relations
between the Soviet Union and the West deteriorated. Consequently, the superpower
confrontation between NATO / US and the Soviet Union brought Norway and the Soviet Union
into a local “tension field” (Åtland, 2016:164; Kvalvik, 2003:143).
Disagreements between the Soviet Union and Norway centred around three basic issues the
status of Svalbard, NATO, and air flights over the Soviet Union by foreign powers (Moon,
1964:659). Furthermore, being a small country, it was not a small task for Norway to cooperate
with the USSR in this period. The Norwegian government feared that any form of cooperation,
for instance within fisheries, might change the dynamics to the advantage of the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand, was highly sensitive to non-Soviet activities in the Barents
Sea region Thus, their securitisation of the Barents Sea region meant that several areas, such as
politics, economy and scientific research, were subdued and viewed in terms of military
strategic interests (Kvalvik, 2003:143; Moon, 1964:659).
The dissolution of the Soviet Union changed this situation, Cold War antagonism logic were
replaced with a new logic based on shared common values and interests between Norway and
Russia. This change made it possible for Norway and Russia to establish normalised bilateral
relations and opened possibilities for cross-border integration at the level of institutions,
organisations, and individuals (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:304). The two countries established
closer cooperation, evident in the implementation of crisis management, search and rescue, and
field exercises (Zysk, 2009:128). Broader cooperation also emerged through the establishment
of the Barents Euro-Arctic Council (BEAC) in 1993, the Arctic Council (AC) in 1996, and the
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EU Northern Dimension (ND) in 1997, creating a foundation for good and tranquil neighbourly
relations (Hattrem, 2015).
Although the relations between Norway and Russia improved after the dissolution of the Soviet
Union, they are still to some extent shaped or at least influenced by the developments in other
parts of the world and the dynamics of the NATO - Russian relations. This has particularly been
evident since 2007/2008, when Russia’s ambivalent relationship to the West adversely affected
the military-to-military cooperation at a bilateral level between Norway and Russia. To
exemplify, in the aftermath of Russia’s use of military forces against Georgia in South Ossetia
and Abkhazia in 2008, Norway decided to temporarily suspend its military cooperation with
Russia. Shortly afterwards, joint military activities resumed, as seen by Norwegian-Russian
“Pomor” exercises in 2011, 2012 and 2013 (Åtland, 2016:171). The military-to-military
cooperation between Norway and Russia was again suspended in 2014, when the Norwegian
government, due to Russia´s annexation of Crimea and the subsequent destabilisation of eastern
Ukraine, decided to put its military cooperation with Russia on hold once more, including all
planned visits exchanges and joint exercises (Regjeringen, 2014; Åtland, 2016:171).
The current relations are cold, and Russia is again viewing Norway's recent activities such as
accepting US troops on Norwegian soil and the recent joint exercise called Trident Juncture
2018 as NATO provocations. According to the Russian foreign minister, Sergey Lavrov: “One
cannot ignore the growing influence that external factors play on our cooperation. We assume
that it is in our common interest to avoid that the development in our cooperation suffers from
unfavourable conjuncture…” (Aase, 2014).
Therefore, Russia’s relationship with Norway during the cold war and the current deteriorated
relations contribute to explain why Russia increased its security measures in the Barents Sea
region. However, as the effects of international events in the Barents Sea region have been,
unlike the Baltic Sea region, countered and balanced by shared interest, values and the imposed
limitations on policies by governance regimes, the cold relations can to a lesser degree explain
why Russia has increased their security measures in the Barents Sea region (Zysk, 2015:449).
In spite of this, it does not explain why Russia has increased their security measures more in
the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region, because Russian relations with certain
countries in the Baltic Sea region is worse. This brings us to the analysis of Russia’s relationship
with its neighbours in the Baltic Sea region.
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Similar to the Barents Sea region, relations between the Soviet Union and its neighbours in the
Baltic Sea region were affected by the Cold War. As a result, the Soviet Union’s relations with
its neighbours in the Baltic Sea region were fairly limited up until 1991(Åtland & Kabanenko,
2019: 297). Following the end of the Cold War, however, several efforts were made to improve
the cooperation in the political-, cultural- and trade relations were developed in the Baltic Sea
region. Among these are the establishment of the Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS) in
1992 (Alejandro & Nieto, 2011:476)
Additionally, the three Baltic states, which gained independence after the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, also improved their relations with Russia and participated in the CBSS (Morozov,
2004:321; Alejandro & Nieto, 2011:173). Hence, the focus on regional cooperation pushed
aside much of the previous polarisation and strategic competition and thus lowered the tensions
in the region at the start of the millennium (Murphy et al., 2016:6; Pedro et al., 2017:11).
That being said, Russian relations with its neighbouring states in the Baltic Sea region today
vary from country to country depending on the historical experiences. While it is difficult to
generalize all the different relations between Russia and the countries in the Baltic Sea region,
it is fair to say that the relations have as in the Barents Sea region been influenced by the NATORussian relations. However, Finland and Sweden’s relations with Russia stands out from the
rest, as these two have been neutral states since the cold war. Thus, viewed as less threatening
by Russia.
Other relations that stand out from the rest is the relations between Russia and the three Baltic
states, as they have been under a long period of Soviet domination, which has left visible
footprints (Trenin, 2011:47). One such footprint is that the three Baltic states are still seen by
Russia as former provinces of the Russian empire and of the Soviet Union, ungrateful for being
freed in 1991 (Ibid). Russia considers the three Baltic states to have what can be described as
limited to modified sovereignty that ought to be constrained, at least to an extent, by Russian
interests. For example, in 2015 the Russian Prosecutor General’s Office reviewed the legality
of the 1991 decision to grant the Baltic states independence, he emphasised that the Baltic states
“owed them something” (Galeotti, 2019). Another footprint of the historical experiences in the
region is the ethnic composition of the three Baltic states, where the proportion of the Russianspeaking minorities constitutes 25.6 % in Latvia, 25.1 % in Estonia and 6.6 % in Lithuania. The
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majority of this population are located in areas near the Russian border, such as Narva in northeastern Estonia and Daugavpils in south-eastern Latvia (Pedro et al., 2017:12). (Murphy et al.,
2016:2) In comparison, the Russian population in Kirkenes constitutes less than 10 percent of
the border towns total population. These footprints have thus affected Russia’s relations with
the three Baltic states quite negatively (Åtland & Kabanenko, 2019:298).

To illustrate, the Baltic states compared to other states are harassed by Russia by a constant,
multi-vector pressure varying from official denunciations to unofficial disinformation, and
from overt display of military strength to covert intelligence operations (Galeotti, 2019).
Examples include the 2007 Russian cyber-attacks on Estonia’s e-infrastructure, the illegal
Russian abduction of the Estonian security service operative Eston Kohever from Estonian
territory and other military encounters observed in chapter 4 (Pedro et al., 2017:14; Alejandro
& Nieto, 2011:472). Russia’s pressure toward the Baltic states is considered a part of their
wider “political war” with the West and Russia are believed to use the Baltic states to signal
and demonstrate offensive intent and capabilities without risking an open conflict (Galeotti,
2019).
Furthermore, international processes such as the war in Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine in 2014
have affected the three Baltic states more than other countries in the region. Considering the
large number of Russian speaking people in the Baltic states, with Russian claims of
discrimination towards their compatriots in the Baltic States and the Russian “Near abroad
policy” established to help compatriots to appeal to Kremlin if threatened by the host country
(Freudenstein, 2015:119), the three Baltic States are afraid that a similar situation might befall
them as well. Consequently, NATO’s presence increased in the region, especially since the
annexation of Crimea with the resulting spill-over effects. Thus, NATO’s increased military
activities in the Baltic Sea region since 2014, is perceived as a triggering factor for Russia's
increased security measures in the region. More specifically, Russia increased their ground
forces in 2014 and focused on modernising and deploying equipment in Kaliningrad during
2016. In an attempt to explain the changes in Russian military forces, Russian officials
explain that they had to respond to increased military threats from the West (RIA Novosti,
2019b).
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Thus, the bad relations between Russia and the three Baltic states, in addition to Finland and
Sweden’s close relationship with NATO explains why Russia increased its security measures
in the Baltic Sea region. However, the similar or worsened relations in the Baltic Sea region
does not explain why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea Region
than in the Baltic Sea region.
To sum up, I have in this chapter analysed the historical importance of both regions and Russian
relations with its neighbouring countries in the West and its impact today. This might explain
why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic
Sea region. By using a holistic and longitudinal analysis, this subchapter revealed two
observations. The first is that that the Barents Sea region has historically been an important area
for Russia’s strategic nuclear weapons. In fact, the Barents Sea region increased its importance
for Russia after the dissolution of the Soviet Union which limited Russia’s access to the Baltic
Sea region. This explains why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea
region than in the Baltic Sea region.
The second observation is that Russia’s relations with its western neighbours were and still is
under affect by NATO-Russian relations. As the relations between NATO and Russia is
currently not at its best, this explains why Russia have increased its security measures in the
Barents Sea region and Baltic Sea region, but not why the security increased more in former
and not the latter. Furthermore, in both observations it is clear that global processes, that is
international politics, have affected regional politics differently.

5.4

Summary

The aim of this chapter has been to explain why Russia increased its security measures in the
Barents Sea region and the Baltic Sea region, and why Russia has prioritised the Barents Sea
region. In section 5.1, it was identified that Russia’s geographical differences in the Barents
Sea region and the Baltic Sea region grants Russia different advantages. These advantages
explain why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the
Baltic Sea region. In other words, the Barents Sea regions size, location, topography, climate,
and the advantages that follows, for instance easy access to the NSR and the large amount of
natural resources, contributes to explain why Russia has prioritized its security measures in the
Barents Sea region.
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Section 5.2 analysed whether Russia’s threat perception might explain the differences in
Russian security policy. This section revealed that Russia’s security policy documents mapped
a number of symmetrical and asymmetrical threats in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, threats
that to varying degrees contributes to explain why the Barents Sea regions security measures
was prioritized. To specify, the symmetrical threats unresolved legal issues and dwindling
natural resources only contribute to explain why Russian security measures increased more in
the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. The remaining symmetrical threats, NATO
contingents and US missile defence systems, contribute to explain why Russian security
measures increased in both regions. While the last threat, NATO enlargement with potential
Sweden and Finland NATO membership, only concern the Baltic Sea region and explains an
increase in Russian security measures in this region. The asymmetrical threats are not
considered severe enough to include the military in the Barents and the Baltic Sea regions, but
as the FSB are integrated into the JSC North and with ever increasing easier access to the
Barents Sea region, Russia has used this to legitimize an increase in security measures in the
Barents Sea region.
Finally, section 5.3 revealed that the different historical importance of the Barents and Baltic
Sea regions helps explain why Russia increased its security measures more in the Barents Sea
region than in the Baltic Sea region. However, the historical relations and their impact today
reveal that Russian relations with its western neighbours are affected by the relations between
Russia and NATO/US. Russia’s increased security measures must therefore be seen in the
context of deteriorating relations both in historical experiences and since 2007, which helps to
explain why Russia increased its security measures in both regions. That said, as Russia’s
relations with the three Baltic States are worse than its relations with other countries in both
regions, historical relations cannot explain why Russia increased its security measures more in
the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region.
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6. Conclusion
In this final chapter, I summarize the thesis (section 6.1), list the main findings and discuss
some of their implications (section 6.2), as well as suggests possible pathways for further
research on the topic (section 6.3).

6.1 Summary
This thesis has examined the following research question: “How does Russian security policy
differ across the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, and what explains the differences?”. I
investigated this research question by first identifying, contextualizing and describing
differences between Russia’s security policy in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions in the period
2007-2020 and then explaining these differences using a geopolitical framework.
The thesis was organized as follows:
Chapter 1 presented the research question, reviewed relevant scholarly work, outlined the aim
of the study, and presented my own contribution to the field.
Chapter 2 outlined the methodological approach, comparative case study analysis, including its
challenges and the measures I used to increase the trustworthiness of the analysis. Furthermore,
the chapter presented a detailed guide on how the data were collected and structured.
Chapter 3 presented the theoretical framework I used to explain the differences in Russian
security policy across the two regions. The chapter began with a brief outline of the history of
classical geopolitics. Next, I discussed the fruitfulness of employing neoclassical geopolitical
theory, which is a form of classical geopolitics. Furthermore, the theoretical limitations were
addressed. The analysis of geopolitics includes the question of security; hence, the final section
conceptualized security and revealed that the thesis invokes the traditional understanding of
security policy.
Chapter 4 identified and described differences in Russia’s security policy between the Barents
and Baltic Sea regions in the 2007-2020 period. It did so by assessing the development in each
respective region. Thus, the chapter was divided into two sections, one for each region. Each
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section was further divided into two parts. The first part addressed Russia’s military capability,
the second one the number and complexity of military exercises.
Chapter 5 explained the differences identified and described in chapter 4, using the geopolitical
framework. In particular, I discussed whether geographical elements, Russia’s threat
perceptions and a holistic view on cross-regional differences in the relations to neighbouring
countries and developments in international policy might explain the differences in Russian
security policy.

6.2 Main findings and implications
The main findings of this thesis may be summarized as follows: First, chapter 4 identified some
important differences in Russian security policy between the Barents and Baltic Sea regions.
One such difference concerns Russia’s military capabilities. Since 2008, Russia has improved
its military capabilities in the Barents Sea region, focusing on modernizing its nuclear
capabilities in the air, at sea, and on land. Although the modernisation of Russian military
capabilities also took place in the Baltic Sea Region, they were less prioritized and were not
modernized to the same extent. However, this changed in 2016 when a major change in focus
on military capabilities in the Baltic Sea region was observed.
Secondly, perhaps the most interesting difference concerned the number and complexity of
Russian military exercises. Since 2007, Russia has stepped up its exercises and resumed its
long-range bomber patrols in the Barents Sea region. Similarly, the Northern Fleet increased
the number and complexity of exercises. A major increase of Russian aerial exercises in the
Baltic Sea region was not observed until 2014. The naval activities on the other hand, increased
since 2007, but were not on a par with the level or complexity of those in the Barents Sea region.
All in all, I found that the focus of Russia’s security in terms of military capabilities and military
exercises has increased more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region.
Chapter 5 aimed to explain the observed differences in Russia’s security policy between the
two regions. A first explanatory factor assessed whether differences in geography, that is,
Russia’s size, location, topography, and climate in both regions explained why Russia increased
its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. I found that
the differences in geography is an important contributing explanation. The geographical factors
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correlate with, among other things, military and economic potential, which grants different
advantages, which again contributes to explain the differences in security measures. In other
words, because Russia’s advantages are larger in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea
region due to the different geography, Russia increased its security measures more in the
Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region.
That said, although Russia’s interests in the Barents Sea region are more comprehensive than
in the Baltic Sea region, the Baltic Sea region is also of importance to Russia. In particular, the
Baltic Sea region`s geography, the location of Kaliningrad, and the Suwaki gap give Russia an
advantage in a potential conflict with the West and are therefore important for Russia.
Furthermore, Kaliningrad’s importance also stems from its military character, the presence of
ice-free ports and the region’s close proximity to EU countries. Additionally, in terms of
economic potential, Russia has the ability to use the Baltic Sea region for energy export and
maritime transportation purposes. This helps explain why Russia increased its security
measures in the Baltic Sea region as well.
A second explanation concerned Russia’s different threat perceptions in the two regions. After
considering in depth Russian threat perceptions in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, I found
that the threats perceived by Russia, both symmetrical and asymmetrical, can to varying degree
contribute to explain why Russia increased its security measures in both regions, and why
Russia has increased its security measures more in Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea
region. To illustrate, dwindling natural resources and unresolved legal issues contributes to
explain an increased security measure in the Barents Sea region. The threats regarding NATOs
eastwards enlargement with the discussion on Sweden’s and Finland’s membership in NATO,
contributes to explain why Russia increased its security measures in the Baltic Sea region. Other
threats such as NATO contingents and US missile defence systems contribute to spurring
Russia to increase its security measures in both regions, but as these threats are more severe in
the Baltic Sea region it does not contribute to explain why Russia increased its security more
in the Barents Sea region. The asymmetrical threats, such as terrorism, illegal migration,
unauthorised presence of foreign ships, smuggling of narcotics, and other forms of transnational
organized crime are not a considerable threat and could therefore not explain Russia’s increased
security measures. However, as these threats might increase in the Barents Sea region with
easier access, it could contribute to explain why Russia has increased their security measures
as a protective measure for the future.
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The final explanation I considered was Russia’s historical experiences and their current impact
through a holistic view. By analysing this factor, this thesis revealed that the historical
importance of the two regions explains why Russia increased its security measures more in the
Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region. The reason for this is that the Barents Sea
region has remained important since the Cold War era, while the Baltic Sea region lost much
of its importance after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Russia’s historical relations and their
impact today have been affected by Russia’s and the Soviet Union’s relations with NATO. To
illustrate, the fact that the relations between Soviet Union and Norway were rather poor during
the Cold War, and that the current relations with Russia are still not very good, might explain
why Russia increased its security measures in the Barents Sea region. That said, conflicts in the
region tend to be overshadowed by common interests between Russia and Norway. In the Baltic
sea region on the other hand, Russia’s relations with the states in the Baltic Sea region,
especially the three Baltic states were more severe. Consequently, this section revealed this
explanation is insufficient to explain why Russia increased its security measures more in the
Barents Sea region than in the Baltic Sea region, rather, it helps explain why Russia increased
its security measures in the Baltic Sea region.

6.3 Further research
While Russia’s security policy documents have identified a number of measures that might
increase Russian security in the Barents and Baltic Sea regions, this study has focused on two
types of measures: improving military capabilities and increasing the number and complexity
of Russian military exercises. Russian security policy is perceived in the context of political,
military, socio-economic, demographic, scientific, technological, educational, public health and
cultural developments. Thus, further research may broaden and deepen the analysis offered in
this thesis by including and studying a more comprehensive set of measures affecting both
regions, using a broad definition of security policy. Examples include improving economic
development and improving cyber capabilities.
Further research might also deepen the analysis by including other regions where Russia has
increased its security, such as the Black Sea region. It was beyond the scope of this thesis to
further identify Russia’s security policy in other regions. However, it would be interesting to
compare and contrast Russia’s security policy in the Black Sea region with that in the two
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regions studied here. One could then take a closer look at whether the three explanatory factors
from the geopolitical framework still holds.
The research presented here could also be deepened by including additional explanatory factors.
While this thesis has focused mainly on external factors, (which is geographical elements,
Russia’s threat perceptions, historical experiences and its impact today) further research should
also consider domestic factors to gain a better understanding of Russia’s way of thinking and
its choices to increase its security measures more in the Barents Sea region than in the Baltic
Sea region. Among the factors that may be used to explain Russian security policy differences
is the country’s favourable political conditions and improvements in the state finance that made
development in the Barents Sea regions projects more feasible. A number of researchers argue
that despite the growing scope and scale of Russian military exercises in the Barents Sea region,
the increased activities should be interpreted in terms of the desire to maintain military
capabilities and uphold the readiness of the armed forces without signalling aggression. Thus,
it is important to examine Russia’s capabilities and analyse if these forces are defensive or
offensive in nature, in both regions.
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